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CLASSMATE DEADLINE 
The monthly deadline for ALL Copy to 
the Editor, Box 2603 will be the first day of 
every month. Section reporters and Social 
Editors must adjust their individual deadlines 
to meet the initial deadline. 
Published at no cost to the U.S. Govern-
ment by Herald Printers & Publishers, 472 
Calle Principal, Monterey, California. THE 
CLASSMATE was originated and previously 
edited by the wives of the students of the 
General line and Naval Science School. It is 
now sponsored by the Officer Students' 
Wives' Club of the Naval Postg raduate 
School. Material and opinions contained here-
in are those of the publishers and are not to 
be considered an official expression of the 
Department of the Navy. Because of its 
function as an unofficial medium for the 
Officer Students' Wives' Club, advertisements 
in the publication do not constitute an en-
dorsement by the Department of the Navy 
of or services advertised. 
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COVER NOTE 
Tall and graceful, 
this monkey puzzle 
tree calls our atten-
tion to the many and 
varied types of flora 
to be found in the 
grounds of the Naval 
Postgraduate School. 
On pp 4-5 Jan Rey-
nolds elaborates on 
this subject. (Guy 
Reynolds photo) 
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Palm Sunday Musical: \\The Creation" 
H3,mo TI.uber Will Olrecr '7ne Creation" 
(Vic La Vica photo' 
The fifth Annual Palm Sunday musical 
production sponsored by the Protestant 
Women of the Chapel will be presented in 
King Hall on Sunday, March 22, at 3 p.m. 
The 90-voice Monterey Peninsula Choral 
Society will join with the Monterey Coun· 
ty Symphony orchestra under the direc-
tion of ~fr. Haymo Taeuber to present 
"The Creation," a classic oratorio,by Franz 
Joseph Haydn. There will be one per-
fonnance only and all seats are reserved. 
Haydn is said to have declared, "I 
want to write a work which will give 
permanent fame to my name in the world." 
This he has done using as a basis a manu-
At the January OSWC program it was 
:lUr pleasure to have Mr. Dale Provence 
;peak to us about the many fascinating 
;!;spects of framing. His wife Louise gave 
,1Il interesting "history of framing," and 
also assisteti by answering questions from 
the wives in the audience. We extend a 
special thanks to Cannery Row Imports 
for the three lovely door prizes, to Roth 
Carpets for the free rug shampoo and to 
our hostesses from the Ordnance En-
gineering Curriculum. 
The February OSMC program was of 
great interest not only to the wives but 
also to the husbands at NPS. Our dis-
tinguished guests were Dr. Robert G. 
Van Horne and Dr. Harold 1. Griffeath 
who gave an educational talk on subjects 
directly associated with the heart. Sue 
Kell, an experienced dietitian, discussed 
the importance of a person's diet in rela-
tion to heart disease. Our thanks to Mary 
Calhoun, who planned th is very informa-
tive evening and to the Baccalaureate Cur-
riculum who helped make it run smoothly. 
The Nominating Committee, composed 
of the OSWC advisors, one representative 
script compiled from Milton's "Paradise 
Lost." The oratorio, written slowly and 
carefully, was first given public perform-
ance in Vienna in 1799 and it has remained 
a classic ill religious music ever since. 
M r. Taeuber came to the Monterey area 
one year ago and he has made an outstand-
ing name for. himself in his musical direc-
tion of the choral socie ty and symphony 
in that time. 
Norma Jean Hodges will render the 
soprano solos for the presentation. She 
is a well-known resident of this. area and 
a favorite among the music lovers of the 
peninsula. This will be her third season 
singing in King Hall on Palm Sunday. 
James Schwabacher, tenor, is perhaps the 
leading oratorian soloist in the United 
States and has won praises from critics 
in every field of vocal repertoire. James 
Tippey, bas~. has also performed widely 
across the country and will be a special 
soloist. 
All seats for the performance are priced 
at $2 and will go on sale March 9, outside 
of the Student M ail Center from 11 a.m. to 
1 p.m. on :Monday, Wednesday and Friday 
for two weeks. The last week before the 
performance. tickets will be sold every-
day from 1 I to 1 p.m. Phone reservations 
may be made by calling 646-2241 week 
days 8 a. m. til 4 ;00 p. m. The Postgraduate 
School Chi ld Care Center will be open for 
the performance at regular rates, but res-
ervations must be made. 
-Margaret Meyett 
from each curricululll, the treasurer and 
the recording secretary, is in the process 
of considering all resumes for the Execu-
tive Board offices. The candidates selected 
by the Nominating Committee will be pre-
sented at International Night on March 18. 
At the time the proposed slate is an-
nounced it is hoped that any candidate who 
has sl:bmitted a resume and was not se· 
lected by the Nominating Committee will 
cons ide r nomination from the floor, since 
the Nominating Committee se lects only 
one candidate for each office. Anyone who 
is not on the slate or nominated from the 
floor International Night may declare her-
self a candidate by contacting the Nomin-
ating Committee Chairman, Sue Kell, no 
later than April 20. 
International Night, which will be the 
March OS\VC meeting, is one of the 
highlights of the year. This evening is 
planned so the OSWC membership may 
share the cultural heritage of the various 
countries represented at the Naval Post-
graduate School, and we hope many of you 
will attend this very special event. 
-Barbara Balut 
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Do"n. He ... , OSWC President 
"Through the Years With California" 
will he the theme for the third annual 
Ballroom Benefit Dance and Variety 
Show. This event is co-sponsored by the 
Staff' Wives and OSWC and will be held 
Saturday, April 11. The proceeds from 
this evening win be used for additional re-
decorating in the Ballroom, Herrmann 
Hall. 
In February many of us were fortunate 
to hear Mr. Vincent Price speak as part of 
the Town Hall Lecture series sponsored by 
M ISH-Monterey · Institute for Speech 
and Hearing. The work done at the Insti· 
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tute includes not only speech and hearing 
but almost any kind of communications 
problems from stuttering to reading diffi-
culties. The Lecture series has been a 
fund-raising project for MISH and needs 
our support. Richard C. Hottlet, news ana-
lyst and CBS News United Nations cor-
respondent will be the next guest speaker. 
"Behind the International Headlines" will 
be the topic and you may hear Mr. Hott-
Jet speak at Cinema 70 on April 6. I hope 
all of you will take advantage of the Town 
Han Lecture series and give your support 
to MISH. 
A night at the Golden Nugget 
is bound to be 
A lucky night for you and me. 
Start it right with a 
chuck wagon dinner 
T.hen upstairs to gamble 
and pick a winner 
I n craps. blackjack. and then 
on to roulette. 
Bring your money and place 
your bet. 
The mile long bar should 
improve your skills 
To win a chance for a 
weekend of thrills 
Las Vegas. the Stardust, 
a weekend for two, 
This is the grand prize 
in stor~ for you. 
There is a jail and a band and 
much, much more 
But come see yourself what 
fun is in store. 
All proceeds will go to charity. See you 
at "The Golden Nugget." 
-Doana Delap« 
Needed: NPS Motto and Coat-of-Arms 
As a graduate school, the Naval Post-
graduate School has everything but a coat-
of-arm. and a learned motto. 
Two contests have been launched to cor-
rect the s;tuation. One contest is for the 
insignia; the other for the motto. One per-
son may enter either or both contests, any 
number of times. 
Here are the rules: 
Prizes - Insignia, $100 first prize; $50 
second prize 
Motto: $25 to the winner 
KJicibility - Any person, military or ci-
vilian, who has any past or present connec-
tion with the Naval Postgraduate School. 
Pormat - Submit each entry on stan-
dard axlO}4 white paper; all illustrations 
of drawings must be done in black or dark 
ink. 
Identification. - On the reverse side of 
each entry, write sender's name, address 
and NPS affiliation. 
Style - Designs should be timeless and 
not identified symbolicaUy with any partic-
ular period of time or e'Yent. Circular 
&hapes, weaponry and cartoon designs are 
not desired. Similarly, mottos should be 
dignified in style and concisely written. 
Jud&ea - Decision of the judges is final. 
Entries become property of the Nanl 
Postgraduate School and wiD not be re-
turned. 
Addrea - Mail all entries to: 
Superintendent (Code 4\3) 
Naval Postgraduate School 
Monterey, California 93940 
DeadliDe - AU entries should be post-
marked no later than midnight. June 30, 
1970. 
The inSignia contest committee is made 
up of individuals representing a cros3-StC-
tion of the school's students, faculty, ci-
,,·ilian and naval staff. 
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...... MartiIII r~t. poses With BOO Newhart 0'1 
a practice green at the Bing Cra;by Pro-Am 
..-;011' T wmanwnl. Brenda W~ Jle of six NPS 
wives who acted as scorekeepers du-ing the 
"Clambake." """'"'0 the golfers she ,.,.....,j was 
Mr. Newhart. Further- pictures of the event start 
on PI> 16-11. U.m Perkins photo) 
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Among the trees and shrubs fruncl on the g rounds of the Postgraduate School are this palm tree, left , 
conically tnmmed Eugenia, an oak and a holly tree. (Guy Reynolds photos) 
NPS Gardens and Grounds 
T he old H ote l Del Monte was a m ecca 
for the rich, g reat and tided. High society 
met, movie stars played and debutantes 
ma de thei r bows here. The not-so-rich 
st ro ll ed through its grounds o r pondered 
their s itua tion by a lake filled with swans. 
Flower-growing gardens were maintained 
where u p to fi ve thousand dozen of cut 
Aowers were picked ~r month and dis-
tri bu ted to H o tel guests. Forty gardeners 
tended the t rees and plants which were 
imported from a ll over the world. 
T he clientele o f the hotel changed slight-
ly when it became the Naval Postgraduate 
School; however, the ground::. arc still 
beautifully maintained. The campus was 
originally planted as a park by the Del 
Monte Hotel and many of those plants, 
trees and shrubs are stilt flourishing. The 
pond remains available for meditation, the 
:iiwans having been joined by various 
species of aquatic wildlife. 
Easy Maintenance 
The formal gardens, one on each side 
of Herrmann Hall, are relatively easy to 
maintain. Under normal circumstances 
they require the attention of two men, one 
day each week. The hedges are slow 
growing and need little trimming. The 
flowers are changed twice each year with 
the seasons. I 
Those entrus ted with the job of keeping 
the Navy's best foot forwanl as far as 
the grounds are concerned are the 20 gar-
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beaded by a foreman gardener Haruo 
Ranano, hetve some 800 acres (including 
NALF, La Mesa and the Navy Beach) in 
their domain. This area must be trimmed, 
pruned, mowed, raked, watered, checked 
for pests and all the other things necessary 
to maintain a good appearance for the 
pleasure of those people who live, work 
and visit hert'-
Plants selected for these gardens must 
require little maintenance, have good 
symmelTy and color. The Eugenia in the 
formal gardens and the front of Herrmann 
Hall are tender and are trimmed twice a 
year. This job takes two or three men 
three weeks. The putting green must be 
wa tered and mowed more fre<luentiy than 
the res t of the grounds, which are normal-
ly mowed every ten days. (There are 25 
acres of mowing a rea in the four sites 
tended by the gardeners.) 
The major raking problem occurs just 
after the first few storms of the season. 
Holly and English ivy thrive on campus. 
In the area between Herrmann Hall and 
the swimming pool. toward quarters, is a 
lo vely bamboo grove. Beyond the swim-
ming pool and around the tennis court s 
you will find, among others, C1amper -
:lown Elm, Deodar Cedar, and the Maide n 
Hair tree. 
In his booklet,. "Trees, Shrubs and 
Plants in the Grounds of Hotel Del 
Monte," Alexander Eddie referred to the 
This cact., garcia. is located on Engineers' 
Circle. 
A strange phenomenOil to see is this tree tnllk 
e mbedded ..... ith acorns placed there by enter-
priSing woodpeckers 
O.Hy 9:30 to 5:30, Fdday till 9:00 SERVICE 
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From atop Hen'ftNInR Hall these formal gardens can be fully viewed. 
Maiden Hair tree as a "remarkable genus." 
He said. "It has been called a living fossil 
for it s genealogy goes back to the time 
before man was even a promise on earth," 
The "grove" of redwoods at the en-
trance to Engineers' Circle was planted 
in 1924 by the Duke of Alba, 15th Count 
of Monterey. There are four varieties of 
the monkey puzzle tree located on campus 
and there are several of these trees in the 
Engineers' Circle area. The patterns 
formed by the branches and foliage of the 
monkey puzzle tree suggest the reason for 
its name. 
A lovely example of a young Santa 
Lucia fir is found here. This is reputed to 
be the most beautiful conifer known, with 
JOIN OUR 13 CLUB 
CARDS NOW 
AVAILABLE 
506 Polk Street 
Monterey 
Phone 375-5669 
its graceful branches swooping to the 
ground. 
The cactus garden found here contains 
many varieties of cacti, including the cen-
tury plant, which blooms once in twenty-
five years or so and then dies. Near- the 
cactus garden is a fuchsia garden pre-
sented by Boy Scout Troop 178 in Novem-
ber, 1966. This was recently moved from 
its original site, Mr. Hanano explained, 
as fuchsia does best in filtered sunlight. 
CaHfomia Live Oak abound in the park. 
The trunks of these and the Monterey 
pines appear to have been riddled with -
something, but what! Close examination 
revea ls that the trunks are imbedded with 
Del Monte lodge 
Pebble Beach 
Phone 62.-.~3~ 
CLOTHES OF DISTINCTION FOR CHILDREN 
Unusual line of Shower Gifts 
Gift Wr~pping-Use our Convenient Charge-Master Charge-Bankamericard 
Girls to 12 - Boys to 6x 
Wtr...Jo~J. 
cOlllletics 
or you _ . _ 2 free lessons 
in the makeup techniques of the leading makeup 
artists of motion pictures and television __ 
in the skin care secrets of the lovely stars 
JEAN VORIS, DIRECTOR 
c.u J72-JOH for.n .ppoi"t",,,,t with I><."t" in )'0'" ""'" bm.u 
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acorns. The woodpecker is the culprit 
hue. He gathers acorns in which insects 
have deposited eggs and, drilling a hole 
in a tree, the bird d~sits his makeshift 
lunchpail and waits for the grub to ma-
ture. The wood~cker returns every once 
in a while to cock his head and listen to 
the activity taking place inside the acorn. 
When the mature grub emerges from the 
acorn. the bird is waiting and devours it . 
Lepcies 
It has been c1aimed that every country 
was once represented in the park by a tree. 
Innumerable varieties can be found -
Monterey pines. acacia,. many oaks, palms, 
cypress and cedar to name a very few. It 
seemed to be in vogue around 1965 for 
graduating classes to present a tree to the 
school. A Deodar Cedar was presented by 
the Class of 1965, Na-vaJ Engineering, a 
Norfolk Island Pine was presented by 
Ordnance Engineering,. same year, and 
a Canary £Sland Palm, by Aeronautical 
Engineering. 
Mr. Hanano suggested to the frustrated 
gardeners of La Mesa that they select for 
their gardens plants wbich require little 
care and flower quickly. He named geran· 
iums, petunias, calendulas. dwarf dahlias, 
marigolds and iceland poppies. La Mesa 
gardening problems are most likely to be 
aphids and scales. RClD(dies for both can 
be purchased at your local garden supply 
center. If you would like to start a hedge, 
he recommend~d escalonia. It does not 
flower, but grows quickly, cuts easi ly. is 
pest free and requires little care. A prime 
example of this hedge can be seen in back 
of the putting green against H errmann 
Hall. -Jan Reynoldo 
Mr. Hlnlno .... , Postgraduate School foreman 
gardener, stands before a bamboo grove located 
en the school grounds. 
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Custom House: A Link With California's Past 
An old postuflll bore this pk lure - a rare one with the customs flag Hying before the Custom House. 
The flag indicates that the cflginal photo was taken before 1869, wh~ the inspectorship was abolished. 
". . . I win hoist the standard of the 
United States at Monterey immediately, 
and will c.a.rry it throughout California. 
I declare to the inhabitants of California 
that ... he-nccforward California will be 
a portion of th(' United States and its 
peaceful inhabitants will enjoy the same 
right and privileges as the citizens of 
any other portion of that territory." With 
these stirring words. Commodore John 
Drake Stoa t ordered the American flag 
raised over Custom House, ending Mexi-
can occupation of the territory on July 7, 
1846. 
Whe-n Midshipman John T oler hoisted 
the 28-star flag over what is now the 
oldest puhlic building in California, Sloat 
ceded for America an of CaIifornia, Ne-
vada, Arizona a nd Utah, a.nd large por-
tions of New Mexico, Colorado and 
Wyoming; the 600,0000 square miles con-
tained therein were second in size only to 
the Louisiana Purchase in terms of ter-
ritorial acquisitious. 
21-GaD SaIate 
Sloat's 8agship "Savannah" and two 
other Navy ~scls fired ll-gun salutes 
as the flag was raised. StutIcd natives, 
who had heard Sloat's prodamation read 
in Spanish and English, 00 doubt Iook~ 
on in amnemMt as the 250 Marines 1111-
der uptain lfervine took over Monterey's 
most important building. The site of the 
original IbgpoIc was dekmUned by u -
cheolQltical exca:ntions in the 19-Ws and 
the present pole,. an historical1y a~arate 
duplicate of the original, Hies ove,r the 
exact site today. 
Historically, tltis fb,g-n.ising was the 
biggest event in the history of Custom 
House, but its story is a fascinating one. 
T he exact date of the beginning of what 
is the present building is unknown; it is 
thought the Spanish contracted for the 
laying of the foundations about 181 6. The 
flag of Spain Hew in Monterey from 1814 
to 1822; there was little commerce during 
that period, for no foreign ships were al· 
lowed to enter port. 
Chief Port of Entry 
Following establishment of the Mexi -
can E mpire in 1822. the Spanish trade 
restrictions were lifted and California 
ports were opened to foreign ships. Mon-
terey had one of the few safe harbors and 
soon became the chief port of entry fo r 
Alta California. All trading ships were 
required to call here to declare their car-
goes; since the province was required to 
pay its government expenses out of cus-
toms duties, Monterey assumed a new 
importance. 
Primarily a building of the Mexican era, 
Custom H ouse has foundations of rough, 
unhewn stone blocks and walls of adobe 
bricks, three feet thick. There were few 
windows, and those were heavily barred. 
For many years, under both Spanish and 
Mexican rule, this was the only custom 
hoU&C north of Mexico. During its heyday, 
several ships a month would call here · 
the arrival of each would signal frantic ac~ 
tivity on the waterfront. The ships an· 
chor-ed close to shore (the beach ('xiended 
Dearly to the Custom House veranda at 
that time) and cargoes were unloaded and 
floated or ferried ashore. 
] nside, goods were spread on lo ng tables, 
where they were inspected. When the du-
ties were collected and manifests were 
stamped and signed, the captain usually 
received permission to seU some of his 
w:.res. Arrival of a ship also meant a fiesta 
for the inhabitants of Monterey, and the 
large central room became a dance hall. 
High TarilJ. 
Tariffs were 25% on goods sold, high 
e~'en for those days. The laws were Hexible 
enough for customs o fficials who, recog-
nizing a lucrative source of income when 
they saw one, raised tariffs to 42.5% of 
total cargo value. The high tariffs led to 
bribery, smuggling and political rivalry 
for control of the rich source of revenue; 
the jobs of customs director, appraiser and 
guards wer(' sinecures. 
Early inhabitants imported nearly all 
necessities of life - spices and medicines, 
material and shoes, kitchen utensils and 
farm impl('ments and barrels of flou r, 
sugar, molassas, tea and coffee. Needless 
to say, the many barrels of 'spirits' sold 
were also considered necessities! 
China, tinware, mirrors. si lks and fur-
niture came less often for those with a 
taste for luxury. T he only exports were 
hides. tallow, soap and barrels of dried 
heef for e:.stern cities. Credit for goods 
bought was established and paid for with 
the-se exports. 
Pioneer merchant Thomas Larkin con-
tracted to rebuild the Custom House in 
1841-42. It is probable that the central 
portion was extended, a second story 
built over the north wing and a portico 
added. Further additions were made in 
1844 and 1846: these mark the building's 
final completion. 
Unde-r Mr. Larkin's contract, to cost 
the Mexican government 2300 pesos, the 
roof was ha lf tiled and half covered with 
hand-split shingles. During early 1947 
much of the present tile was added; work-
men hand-formed the tites using an oM 
tile mold found at one of the California 
missions. 
First N eW8pIlper 
Califo rnia'!; first newspaper, "The Cali-
fornian," was born in this building. Printed 
on cigar wrapping paper, it was first issued 
Aug. IS, 1846, and sold for the grand sum 
of t 2~ cents a copy (or $5 by the year). 
W hen gold was discovered at Sutter's 
Mill in 1848, a hranch custom house was 
opened in San Francisco and 'Monterey's 
d('c1ined in importance. It was me.rged 
with the San Francisco district in 1861, 
and the inspectorship was abolished in 
1869 since its officers could not collect 
enough for their o wn salaries. A caretaker 
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Tho _J of u.. __ FloJ IN! T ..... J _ of ~ by ~ _ DnII& 5IooI.1L1Nf,y 
AT MONTeHeY. JULy 7. 1&40 
Information on this photo engrning In(kales It was "Drawn for and under the d lrecllCl') of fv\aJor 
Edwin A. Sherman . (and) so fa r as can be ascertained after the most dilligent fE-search, this is 
the f~rst sketch ever made of this grand historic event II The picture was given "To the Ladies of the 
Monterey Public Library at Mon te rey, CaL, as a mark of appreciation :omplimen ts of Edwin A 
Sherman, Secretary of the Sioal !VIonument Association and Chairman of the Commi ttP.e of Design and 
Construct ion, Aug. 21, 1902," 
moved into the building, stabling his which still stand. 
cow') in the J~rge cent ral room; it was this The building felt into disrepair and was 
family who planted the cypress trees ahalldollccI in the 18905. When the Native 
"Our Dean Witter & Co. offices 
represent some of the finest 
investment facilities in Monterey." 
The location: 750 Del Monte Center, Monterey. 
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Sons of the Golden West sought permis-
sion to restore it, the roof had caved in 
and there was concern for a time that it 
would be tOfn down. Using state-appropri-
ated funds, the Native Sons restored the 
building gradually, opening it to the public 
in 1929. The State of California acquired 
the building in 1930 and it became State 
Historical Monument No. 1. It is now also 
a Registered National Historic Monument. 
The Customs Flag was again raised on 
April 3, 1940, signalling the installation of 
a full -time inspector at Monterey. He 
collected duties, checked material shipped 
from Monterey for war goods and watched 
for smuggling and narcotics violations. A 
Station Director stilt gives foreign ships 
clearance to anchor or leave this port, al-
though his office is no longer one of great 
political importance. 
Joint city-state-federal financing created 
what you now see as the Custom House 
Plaza area. Custom House itself is a very 
important link with California's history. 
It is open daily from 10:00 a.m. to 5 :00 
p.m.: displays show the many types of car-
go brought to Monterey to supply early 
settlers. A visit will recall an earlier and 
certainly a most interesting time. A quote 
from the September 1938 issue of California 
Conservationist says it best - "The old 
is but a firm foundation of tradition and 
history on which the present rests and the 
future will build." -Kathy Rea 
The facilities: The latest electronic equipment includ-
ing Lectrascan, Auto-Telephone, Stockrnaster, Mar-
ketmaster, Dow-Jones news service, an investment 
library, private conference rooms, plus direct lines to 
New York and other financial centers. Thomas E . McCullough, Vice President 
Most important: You'll find our primary asset con-
tinues to be the people we select to serve you - people 
of intelligence, imagination and integrity. 
Whatever your investment needs, we invite you to 
come in and get acquainted. We think you'll be glad 
you did. 
You·re close to men who know 
when you invest with . . . 
DEAN WITTER Ii: CO. 
INCORPORATED 
"'IEMIlIE" NIEW Y ORK STOCK IEKCH"NGI: 
750 Del Monte Center. 373-1861 
MONTEREY 
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Professor E. C. HJderlie examines a fir block 
Ihat had been underwater for six months. The 
OIOCK IS bored through by organisms and vir-
ruall, destroyed (Navy pI1oto) 
THE ClASSMATE 
This print of an ),.-ro)' rt: ... eal:. oaring organisms 
that can destroy ships and pilings. 
(John Perk ins photo) 
Professor E. C. Haderlie 
For a quarter of a century Professor E. 
C. HaderIie of the Oceanography Depart-
ment has been researching marine boring 
and fouling organisms. Extensive research 
and study has been conducted on samples 
from Monterey Bay for the past five 
years . A n ancient problem still unsolved, 
boring worms and fouling organisms have 
vlagued "mariners even before the sailing 
days of Sir Francis Drake," begins Dr. 
Haderlie. 
Fouling organisms such as barnacles and 
bryozoans attach to a ship's hull hindering 
its performance on the sea. These are 
"sometimes attacked and eaten by flat-
worms," states Dr. HaderIie . "In the future 
this ability of the flatworms might be used 
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Choose 'Your own colors - Custom made $250.00 each 
• All work completed in our own work rooms 
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Boring worms penetrate all woods and 
are a menace to ship hults and pier pilings. 
Their entry into the wood goes undetected 
from the outside once they complete a 
life cycle. While they are alive part of the 
body remains in the water for survival. 
The boring end drills away making a home 
for the organism. They never feed on 
wood, merely bore in for a place to live ; 
by instinct they ncver use another's tunnel 
or bore into or across a tunnel already 
there . 
Undetected Destruction 
While all this activity is undetected from 
the c:x terior, the wood pilings or ships 
are eatcn away. possibly until they col-
lapse. No wood treated with creosote or 
even the hardest of woods, the redwood, 
is safe from the boring worm. 
Students in Oceanography assist Dr. 
Haderlie in researching the life cycle and 
habit s of the boring worm. Only after de-
te rmining their life habits, their season, 
if any, of greatest activity and studying 
the effects of temperatures and other vari-
ables can recommendations be made for 
their control. 
Some test l>anels are exposed under 
l\funicipal Wharf No.2 in Monterey Har-
bor: o thers a re in open water at water-
depths of 50, 100 and 200 feet. These are 
checked monthly for short-term and long-
term effects. Test results show great vari-
ability from year to year, thus requiring 
extensive study over several years. 
A Wyoming native. Dr. Haderlie re-
ceived his A.S. degree in Zoology at the 
University of California, Berkeley. Asked 
about his interests in Oceanography, he 
credits the U.S. Navy. During World War 
II he was on loan to the British Royal 
Navy as a deep sea diver for underwater 
mine disposal and disassembly. Haderlie 
Out in the deep WJter of tv\:)nterey Bay, Professor 
Haderlie, in hat, with help ralses .a buoy markir'lg 
where experimenta l WOtXl slabs have been kept 
underwater. (Howard Boone photo) 
• 
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At left the wood sr.abs finally reach the boat. At right Professor HGderlie removes thE:-m for further 
study. (Howard Boone photos) 
remembers th is duty as a very "ticklish 
job." 
Dr. Haderlie returned to the Universi ty 
of CariJornia, Berkeley. to enter graduate 
school fo llowing his di scharge from the 
Navy. He was. granted the M.A. and P h.D. 
degrees in Zoology, He came to the Mon-
terey area in 1950, first as a member of 
the staff of Monterey Peninsula Col1ege. 
Since 1965 Dr. Haderlie has been with 
"the facu lty of the Postgraduate School. 
Whi le on milita ry duty in England he 
met his British wife. They have two 
teen-aged daughters; the younger shares 
her father's interest in diving and often 
goes down to take nOles when the test 
panels are routinely checked. 
Current ly Dr. Haderlie is involved in a 
study on the polluted waters of Monterey 
Bay. This recent ly took him to London 
for an internatiot18.1 m eeting where he 
presented his research on the effects of 
pollutants on sea and bird life along the 
coast. 
Of particulat interest is the possible 
connection of DDT carr ied into the ocean 
by the Salinas River and over 3000 dead 
birds found along the beaches last year 
After tests are conducted under similar 
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conditions it may be found that following 
the heavy rains unusually large amounts 
of DDT are carried into the ocean, as-
similated by the fish which, in turn, are 
eaten by the birds. 
These tests are merely the beginning of 
the research planned for "benthic" (bot-
tom dwelling) sea life and t he effects of 
pesticides on such ecology. 
"This has to be a worldwide effort if 
any progress is to be made," states Dr. 
Haderlie. "The United States alone cannot 
prohibit the use of DDT and solve the 
problem. When other countries across 
the Pacific continue its use the pesticide 
will eventually reach our shores. We need 
an agreement with other nations which 
will abolish the use of DDT." 
-Patey Rutkiewicz 
Coast Guard Wives 
The first wives' function of the New 
Year was an enjoyable afternoon of bowl-
ing at Monterey Bowling Lanes. Linda 
Vence was high average bowler and guest 
Carolyn Morris had high individual score. 
Sharon Shepard won the raffle prize 
(three free games of bowling). 
L inda McKaughn was hostess for our 
fi rst bridge of the month. We welcom e 
our many new bridge players to the group. 
Our second bridge meeting was held at the 
home of Sue Wallace. 
Cocktails, dinne r and theater comprised 
the couples' evening. The Barbours hosted 
a cocktail party at their home before din-
ner and the stage production of "Cactus 
Flower" at the Studio Theatre in Carmel. 
-Gail Watennan 
In ~not"r series of experiments. Professor Haderlie tries a new technique for obtaining samples of the Bay's floor. Previous methods tended to remove the 
very top layer and resulted only in samples from beneath it. Photo on right reveals the iov that is felt when successful results are obtained. 
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KMST, Ch.nnel 46, IS located In thIs ski looge-type building on (;::jrden C:>url bEhInd lhe N\onterey Airporl 
Monterey's only television station , KM-
ST, Channel 46, celebrated its first birth-
day on Feb. 2 of this year. As far as the 
public was concerned, the birthday was a 
(Iuie t affair, for as Mr. Fred W . Oppen-
heimer, Director of Operations at KMST, 
observed, "It doesn't mean much to any-
one but us." Only those intimately in-
vo lved with the station realize the worry 
and effort that made that birthday possible. 
Plans to bring a television station to 
Monterey were started three years ago 
when Mr. Stoddard P. Johnston, president 
of KMST and owner of the KWAV-FM 
radio station, applied to the Federal Com-
munications Comm ission for a construc-
tion permit. The permit was granted, 
based, in part, on Mr. Johnston's associa-
tion as a stockholder in KTVU, Channel 2. 
in San Jose. 
H and-built T ower , Micro-wave 
Permit in hand, Mr. Johnston, along with 
Mr. William H. Schuyler, Vice-President 
and General Manager of KMST who had 
also been associated with KTVU, and Mr. 
Oppenheimer, who had 20 years of tele-
vision experience behind him, started the 
actual physical planning for the station. 
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John Perkins thanks you for you r patronage in 
the past and looks forward to serving you 
Call 394-1 077 
1306 Fremont 
Seaside, Cal ifornia in the futu re . 
and tower on M t. Toro. so Chief Engineer 
Ken \¥arren built one by hand. The 
micro-wave needed to carry the transmis-
.!l ion from San Francisco cost too much 
money, so Mr. Warren built that, too. 
M any programs originate in Los An-
geles, but before it reaches KMST, the 
.!l igna I must first go to San Francislo. 
From the KPIX building in San Fran-
cisco, the signal travels to the Clay Jones 
Apartment building on Nob HiI1, to Lorna 
Prieta, to Volmar Peak, to the Mt. Toro 
transmitter, to the KMST studio and fin -
ally back to M t. Toro to be broadcast into 
• 
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Qur liv ing rooms. The station is totally 
owned and maintained by KMST and is 
1.347,000 watts E R P slTOng. 
Temporary Facilities 
KMST hegan hroadcasting on Feb. 
2, 1969, at 8 :00 a.m. in temporary quarters 
shared with other businesses in the old 
Eden building o n the Monterey-Salinas 
Highway, For the first time, Monterey 
viewers were ab le to watch aU of the CBS 
prog~ams , Prior to 1969. KSBW, Channel 
8, in Salinas had carried both CBS and 
N BC, choosing the programs they consid-
ered to be the best of both networks to 
show. 
As the station was accepted into the 
community, Mr. Oppenheimer, along with 
architect W ally Holm, began planning the 
construction o f the permanent KMST 
studio, which is a lso the home of KWA V. 
The location of the studio is on Garden 
Court, behind the Monterey Airport. It 
nes tl es upon a quiet knoll overlooking a 
va lley surrounded by pine trees. The build-
ing looks more li ke a ski lodge than a tele-
vision studio. 
The building was ready for the big move 
in November, 1969. Mr. Oppenheimer had 
moved te levis ion stations before, but al-
ways with two complete sets of equip-
ment - one set in the old studio and one 
in the new. H owever, the KMST budget 
did not allow for new equipment ; they 
had to move a ll of the old. 
I t Couldn't Be Done 
Anyone in the business would have said 
it couldn't be done, but no one told the 
KMST crew, SO they did it. The station 
signed off the air only two hours early on 
Saturday night. All breaks, from 7:00 a.m. 
Saturday through noon on Sunday, had 
heen video-taped. One second of mistim-
ing would have scotched the whole oper-
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of the physical eq uipment was moved from 
the Eden building to its present location 
in record time. and by 8:00 a.m. Sunday 
morning, the station was on the air again. 
The KMST crew is small in number, 
but big in heart and performance. Each 
person "wears many hats," and their in-
volvement and loyalty make them more of 
a family than a working organization. 
They care about their work and about 
their community. KMST considers its 
prime function to be of service to the com· 
munity, The "community" not only in-
cludes Monterey. Carmel and Pacific 
Grove, but encompasses an area south to 
King City and north to Gil roy. 
Public Service 
The FCC has certa in regulations regard-
iug respon ~ibi lity to the community, but 
KMST believes in going "the second mile" 
voluntarily . Approximately one-fifth of 
their broadcasting time is devoted to pub-
lic service. Besides loca l news broadcasts 
at 12 p. m., 6 p. m. and 11 p. m., the daily 
half-hou r program Scope 46 and the week-
end Telescope deal with local happenings. 
KMST also tries to employ local people 
whenever possib le. T hey frequently draw 
from the A rmy program, Project Tran-
sition, which enables se rvicemen to com-
plete their fin a l 90 days in the service in 
on-the-job training in civilian jobs. KMST 
gainerl a Film Director in this way who 
ran his department alone - another im-
possibility. 
K MST is proud of its success and wel-
comes visitors to the studio. Studio tours 
can be arranged by calling 373-4326 for 
an appointment. They will be g lad to show 




O ur January get- together was an eve-
ning coffee at the Fort Ord home of Pat 
Huggins. Pat and co-hostess Judie Silvasy 
had prepared a delicious champagne punch, 
assorted finger sandwiches and brownies 
for us. There were a lot of newly-arrived 
Army wives to get acquainted with at this 
well-planned and enjoyable coffee. Our 
thanks to Pat and Judie. 
Couples bridge had a good turnout of 
six tables in January. J oAnne Halstead 
and Parralee Schneider were the hostesses. 
This group has fun and would welcome 
any interested in joining them. 
-Helen Castleman 
NALF Wives 
NALF couples began the new year by 
a tteRding CAPT and Mrs. Robert Miller's 
festive open house on New Year's Day. 
In January a surprise baby shower was 
held at the home of Adalene Cummings 
to honor Toni Ellis. Julie Dwyer and Ade-
lene Cummings provided refreshments for 
thi s happy event . -Linda Wood 
NPGS Spring Musical 
The NPGS Little Theater has selected 
Lerner and Lowe's "Brigadoon" as the 
spring musical. The s tory concerns two 
New York businessmen who are vacation-
ing in Scotland and stumble upon a village 
which appears once each century. There 
are charming love stories, comedy and sus-
pense all woven into t his fantasy. Plan to 
attend the performances on Apri l 17, 18, 
24 and 25. -Emma Sue Amoa 
McMahan's is happy to welcome you to Monterey ex tends an 
invitation to you to visit our stores in Seaside and Pacific Grove. You 
will be pleased to find that quality furniture and appliances can be 
yours at budget prices. For over 50 years McMahan's has been the 
Credit leader in Home Furnishings. Come in and open an account and 
choose the things you need for your home now and take months to pay 
In SEASIDE 1144 Fremont open Mon. thru Fri. 'till 9 
In PACIFIC GROVE 480 Open Thurs. & Fri. ' till 9 
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The giant of South America and fifth 
largest country in the world is Brazil. 
fhe name immediately provokes a feeling 
of excitement - gaiety, co lor, tropica l 
warmth ~nd music with a Bossa Nova 
heat. Brazil is all of this and much more. 
A look into the history of the country 
reveals much about the present-day cos-
tumes. Portuguese is the universal lan-
({uage as Brazil was discovered by a 
Portuguese navigator, Pedro Alvares 
Cabral, in 1500. The two countries have 
since been tied by similarities in beliefs 
and practices, although their cultures are 
very different today. 
After discovery, the Portuguese set up 
trading posts along the coast and a few 
ven tured inland to trade and acquire new 
territories. most o f which comprise present 
day Brazil. The country remained united 
to Portugal until 1822 when the Crown 
Prince of the Portuguese Royal Family 
proclaimed its independence. 
He had come to Brazil with his family 
at the time of Napoleon's invasion and 
remained after Napoleon's defeat although 
the Royal Family returned to Portugal. 
He was proclaimed Emperor Pedro I and 
remained a monarch until November IS, 
1889, when Brazil became a Republic and 
the presidential system was instituted. 
This form of government has remained 
and it is very similar to that in the United 
States with a President. Congress and 
Supreme Court. 
GJine Gifts 
with the Charm 
of Carmel 
and 
the Old World 






Our three B,azilian student wives are, from left, 
Norma Periera, Maria Silva and Alice Martha 
Pereira (Kay Chandler photo) 
Brazil is graciously represen ted at the 
Postgraduate School by three Naval Of-
ficers and their lovely families. The wives, 
all very outgoing and well adapted, seem 
to be enjoying their two-year stay in the 
United States but are looking forward to 
returning to their country. 
Home for th('m is Rio de Janeiro, a fan-
tas tic cosmopolit~n city famous for its 
beaches - namely Copacabana and Ipane-
rna - and its spectacular views of the sea, 
mountains, forests and islands. There are 
four million people living and working in 
Rio which helps to maintain it s high com-
mercial and industrial ratings. 
Alice Martha Pereira, whose husband 
Mauro is in the Engineering program, 
joyfully exclaim s that she is on a "two 
year vacation" while here. In Rio, she 
teaches PlJ,ycholoRY fo r the Education 
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Department. She s tudied psychology and 
soc iology for four years after high school 
to become a teacher and will resume her 
job when she returns. Alice is the mother 
of two girls, Marta. age 7, and Si lvia, 9, 
and enjoys sculpturing and traveling. 
All the wives express an interest in trav-
eling and see ing the country while here 
and they h<lve enjoyed gambling - and 
loos ing I - in Reno and Las Vegas. Visit -
ing Alice Martha and Mauro fr0 111 Brazil 
are his father, a retired Army Gene ral, and 
his mother, a unt and a nephew. Brazilians 
<Ire ve ry close-knit and all the families have 
had vis ito rs from home. 
Norma Periera (no relatio n to Alice 
~.fartha) and her hu sband Henlleque, 
who is a Capta in, have two teenage daugh-
ter s, Maricy and Claudia, who enjoy 
school at Fremont Jr. High. \Vhen asked 
about cooking, she replied, "Ugh! Cooking 
and then cleaning the potl" Most familie s 
in Brazil have domestic help and rarely 
have these wives had to put their cu linary 
talents to work. 
Maria Silva and he r husband Almir de 
Cumba have a four-year-old boy and are 
:xpecting a baby in July. She has s tudied 
the reading a nd oral interpretation of 1'0-
: try which she enjoys. M aria offered a re-
cipe which she will prepare as her contri -
bution to 1 nternational Night . It's for a 
pudding dessert and sounds delicious and 
easy: 
A Fun Way to Learn Music 
W ITH A NATIONAL KEYBOARD ARTS 
ASSOCIATE TEACH ER 
Nationwide Research and Development Insures 
That All Students Will 
1:< T_earn to read music fluently 
1:< E11 joy taki11g 1nUSiC /esso1/S 
1:< Be happy to con.tinue 
Current 22 week semester now starting 
for full information please call 624-1361 
HAWTHORNE BIGLER STUDIO OF MUSIC 
850 Munras Avenue 
Monterey 
MARCH, 1970 
1 can sweetened condensed milk 




Sprinkle the sugar in the bottom of a 
mold and heat until the sugar browns. 
Beat eggs as you would for an omelet and 
mix both milks for about 3 minutes. Pour 
into the mold and bake, setting it in a pan 
of water, for about one hour at medium 
heat. Un mold and serve with fruit on top 
if desired. 
One point of extreme excitement to the 
wives is the upcoming World Champion-
ship Soccer match to be held in Mexico in 
July . Brazil has won the title twice, in 1958 
and 1962, and if they win this time it 
will enable them to keep the trophy. They 
are picked 3 to I so Good Luck Brazil. 
In January many Internationals and 
their sponsors enjoyed an informal evening 
at the Officers and Faculty Club with 
cocktails in the Trident Room followed by 
the buffet in the dining room. 
The George Washington's Birthday 
Dance was a great success in February. 
Cocktails and marvelous hors d'oeurves 
were enjoyed by Internationals and spon-
sors. 
I n March the Farewell Coffee held in 
EI Prado Room was highlighted by a 
fashion show with clothes from the Casa 
Botique of Monterey. "Swing Into Spring" 
was delightful. 
Don ' t forget International Night to be 
held March 18 at 8 p. nl. in the EI Prado-
EI Rancho Rooms and the ballrooms of 
H erma"n Hall. Displays from the coun-
tries represented at Postgraduate School 
will be down stairs with a talent show and 
native dress fashion show upstairs in the 
ballroom. Desserts contributed from each 
country will be served. This year, husbands 
are invited to attend this special evening. 
- K ay Chandler 
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This old -time CJr will become a familiar sight 
to PacifiC Grove citizens during their "Good Q(d 
Days." 
Good Old Days 
The Pacific Grove Chamber of Commerce 
will present "The Good Old Days" March 
14 and 15 ; this will climax with the Second 
Annual Victorian Home Tour March 15, 
11 :00 3.m. to 5:00 p.m. This will be Pacific 
Grove's first event dedicated to the Bicen-
tennial Year. 
"The Good Old Days" will include a 
parade by members of the Salinas Valley 
Antique Car Club. All drivers will be ap-
IlTopriately costumed. The cars will be 
around town for viewing both Saturday 
and Sunday. There will also be strolli1Jg 
barbershop quartets and dixieland music. 
M any store windows wilt be decorated ac-
cordingly. 
A beard growing contest will be held 
one week before; the judging will take 
place Saturday, March 14, in the Bank of 
America parking lot on Lighthouse Ave-
nue at 1:00 p.m. 
On March IS, the afternoon of the Vic-
torian Home Tour, at the horne of Mrs. 
Marjorie K. W inblad, one of five chosen 
for viewing, there will be a "Generation 
MILITARY WIVES AGREE 
YOU NEED SOFT WATER 
Clothes come cleaner ... colors brighter. Your dishes 
and silverware sparkle. Beauty shops all know the 
importance of soft water shampoos. 
2 WEEKS FREE TRIAL TO READERS OF CLASSMATE 
Our Water is hard. Find out for yourself what soft 
water can do for you. Hund reds of Military families 
are enjoying this service . . . and saving money. 
Phone today ... no obligation. 
SOFT WATER IS RECOMMENDED BY 
LEADING WASHING MACHINE MANUFACTURERS 
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Gap" croquet match. The Jaycees return 
to challenge last year's winners - Pacific 
Grove's Senior Citizens. 
All who take the Victorian Tour will be 
invited to the teahouse at the new Pacific 
Grove Art Center on Lighthouse. Refresh-
ments will be served from 12:30 p.m. to 
5:00 p.m. The entire theme of the main 
gallery will be Victorian with original Vic-
torian paintings, photographs of Pacific 
Grove and the surrounding area which date 
back over 100 years and Victorian costumes 
to be displayed. 
Hostesses at the homes on the tour will 
be members of Monterey Peninsula Jay-
celts, the wives auxiliary to the Monterey 
Peninsula Jaycees. They assist Jaycees 
whenever possible and participate in civic 
and welfare projects. 
Tickets for the tour including the tea 
are $2.50 and may be obtained at the Pa-
cific Grove Chamber of Commerce, Abin-
antes in Monterey or by writing P. O. Box 
2274, Monterey. Proceeds of the tour will 
help develop the children's Caledonia Park 
in Pacific Grove. - Melanie Lunt 
WETTING THE STRIPE 
M MZ9 ... Congratulations to LCDRs 
Allen J . Frank, Larry L. Giauque, Paul B. 
Knostman, John J. Krall, Thomas]. Man-
tei, Charles G. Steinbruck, George Varga 
and LT Rohert Y. Felt. Members of MM-
29, the new stripers and many other 
friends were entertained handsomely at a 
party at the Presidio Officers' Club , com-
plete with dance combo. 
Newly promoted LTC Bill Gash and 
LCDRs Skip Gesswein, Don Griffin, 
Dave Hoffman and Mike Sullivan treated 
RO K9 to a Maine lobster dinner and 
open bar at N A LF Officers' Club. Pappy 
Sanders did all the organizing. 
Call 375-5588 
TODAY 
NOTHING TO BUY 
NOTHING TO SIGN 
OUTRIGGER 
Cocktillls, Buffet·by·th.lhy Luncheon. 
Olnne,: Polynesian and Anwrk.an cuisine. 
Plan~Lounge, SloulI: Scott, Jerry Wlnt.rs. 
700 Clnnery Row, Monte,ey. Ph. 372·8543. 
HEARTHSTONE 
Chafcoel·broUed Ribs, Steeks. S.e Food . 
Cocktells. Lunch. Dinner. Sundey Brunch 11·2':30 
6th end Junlpero, C.,nwl. Ph. 624·2139. 
MARK THOMAS INN 
Enjoy dinner end dilnclng 
to Jody Allen's musk. 
Continentel cuisine. GOlf. Swim. 
Merk Thom.ls Orl.,.. Monterey . Ph. 372·8161 • 
• 
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Easy Ways with Easter Egg s 
A famous chef once said that a chicken 
was only an egg's way of making another 
egg. Sometimes, the week after Eastu, 
when you look at all the colored, hard 
boiled eggs, you wish there wt're some 
other order of creation and that those 
dumb eggs would just disap~ar. With 
eggs as expensive as they are. it isn't a 
good idea to toss them out, although it 
would solve the problem.. I hope that 
this month's column will help you to get 
rid of those eggs. 
First, some hints for cooking. Always 
cook eggs slowly. High heat ruins them. 
This even appies to boiling eggs. Do not 
overcook them; they become flavorless. 
A hard-cooked egg will be tough if not 
watched carefully. 
Take the eggs out of the refrigerator 
some time in advance so they can come 
to room temperature. Bring enough water 
to cover to boil in an enamel or glass 
boiler. (Aluminum will stain.) Lower the 
eggs into it one at a time with a slotted 
spoon. Immediately turn the flame down 
!'o that the water is barely bubbling. 
An egg will hard cook in five and olle 
hali minutes. (This iniormation is from 
the Georgia Poultry Commission. I boil 
mine for ten minutes). As soon as the 
time is uP. put the eggs in cold water to 
stop the cooking. Wait until they are cool 
to refrigerat(' . 
Color the eggs your tavorite way. Food 
dye is just 3S good as Easter egg dye 
and crayons are perfect for putting on 
names or faces. If your children are old 
enough. let them do it, or have a party 
and give a prize for the best egg. Now, 
there you are, with a bunch of pretty 
eggs and nothing to do with them. 
On Easter morning, serve Eggs Gold-
enrod. That will take care of four or six, 
depending on the size of your family. It 
is a very simple dish. Just make up a haH 
cup of medium white sauce for each serv-
ing. Place a piece of toast, or an English 
muffin, on a hreakfast plate. Pour on a 
quarter cup of white sauce, grate over that 
ha1f of a hard boiled egg. Add a second 
layer of bread, saUCe and egg. Serve this 
with crisp bacon for a delicious breakfast. 
Don't throwaway the egg shells. P ut 
them in a plastic bag. On a rainy day, 






Ope_ Nights for Your Con.enience at tloe Mark Thoonas 
I •• opposite PostgradOlate School-
MARK THOMAS INN 
1360 Mark Thomas Drive - 372-7406 
C@-.... r •••• t 
2935 STEVENSON DRlvt 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
MONTEREY BAY AREA REPRESENTATIVE 
COL CHARLES G. RAU- USA-RET. 
• PESBLE BEACH, CALIF. 93953 TELEPHONE 375-2~5 
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with a bottle of white glue and some 
cardboard. They make very pretty mo-
saics. The younger ones can glue them on 
coloring book pages, and older children 
can draw their own designs. 
On Monday, have curried, deviled eggs 
for lunch. Or if you dislike curry, have 
deviled egg sandwiches. To curry deviled 
eggs, just add a pinch or two of curry 
powder along with the mayonnaise to the 
egg yolks. Pile into the whites and serve 
on crisp lettuce lea vel. This goes very 
well with cold sliced beef or cold fried 
chicken. 
If you like a more substantial lunch, try 
Curried Eggs. 
3 onions sliced 
~ cup butter or margerine 
o tsp sa1t 
~ ('up flour 
2 tsp curry powder 
2 cups stock 
12 small hard--cooked eggs 
3 Cups cooked bot rice 
!4 cup each, raisjns and toasted 
almonds 
Saute onions in ~ cup butter until gold-
en. Add salt. Melt remaining butter and 
stir in flour. When blended, add curry 
powder and stock. Cook, stirring, until 
thick. Add onions and eggs. Cover. Simmer 
30 minutes. Make a ring of rice on serving 
plate. P ut eggs in center and pour sauce 
around. Garnish with raisins and almonds. 
Serves 4 - 6. 
If you don't care for curry, or if you 
want a good supper dish, try Rena's Eggs 
and Shrimp. 
}4 cup butler 
~ cup flour 
1}4 cups milk 
Ya cup heavy cream 
I tsp steak sauce 
can shrimp, drained 
Dash hot pepper sauce 
2 tbs chopped parsley 
I canned pimento, chopped 
8 hard-cooked eggs, cut into chunks 
Salt and peppel" to taste 
Melt butter and blend in 80ur. Gradu-
ally add milk and cream. Cook, stirring, 
until thick. Add remajning in&Tedients. 
Heat. Serves 4-6. 
If meat loaf is on your menu, put the 
eggs in the center of the loaf. Put half 
the meat loaf mixture in the pan, press in 
the eggs lengthwise down the center. 
Now cover with the remainder of t.ht 
mixture. Cook as usual. 
I f you still have left-over eggs, piclde 
them. Put them in a clean peanut butter 
jar. Pour in the liquid from a jar of pick-
led beets. Screw on the lid firmly. Place 
in the refrigerator for two or three weeb. 
At the end of that time, take them oat, 
and place them, jar and all, in the garbace 
can. Very few people wilt eat pickled qp. 
Some of the ideas in this coJama were 
contributed by Rena Coaghtia """ LoaUo 
I.eardi. ---a.. .,... 
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Under the guise of photograph ing the six NPS wives...me were scorekeepers at the Crosby Golf Tourna-
ment, Chssmate visited Pebble Beach. Here photographer Jelln Perkins focuses on Nora O'Cctmel. 
(Carotyn Ingram photo) 
Submarine Wives 
[n January the Submarine Wives en-
joyed an informal book browse and coffee 
in the Galleon Room. 
Chairman Bonnie Campbell introduced 
our new members and the new board mem-
hers. Committees were formed to plan our 
Submarine Birthday BaU, commemorating 
the 70th Anniversary of Submarines. It 
will be held April 4. 
We have invited our husbands to an eve-
ning of fun and beer and pizza at the 
Warehouse on Cannery Row. 
-Martha Bird 
Miss Diane Dodson and LT Samuel 
Ellis, MN09, were married in Franklin, 
Va., Dec. 27. The section welcomed Diane 
and Sam with a surprise BVO gathering 
at the newlyweds' home after they re-
turned from their honeymoon. 
Miss Pat WasseU and ENS M.J. 
Malone were married in St. Mary's Cath-
olic Church, Annapolis, Md., on Dec. 20, 
1969. A fe llow section member, George 
Beida, was a swordsman in the Military 
wedding. The Malones spent their honey-
moon traveling across the United States. 
GARCIA 
GARCIA GALLERY 
6TH AND DOLORES, CARMEL 
MARCH, 1970 
forrest Tycker paused before putting practice for 
our camera. (John Perkins photo) 
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Carolyn Ing,~", obtaifts the autograph of Glen Campbell, one of the most ~Iar entertainers at the 
tournament. (John Perkins photos ) 
USNA Class 01'63 
Welcome to all new USN A Class of '63 
members who have just arrived. We won't 
know you afe here, though, unless you call 
the membership chairman, Shirley Martin-
sen, 624-0213. She will see that your name 
is included for social events. 
The wives' hi-monthly meeting was a 
luncheon at Del Monte Lodge during the 
Bing Crosby Pro-Am. 
The '63 wives play hridge monthly at 
the Officers and Faculty Club. Top honors 
at the January bridge went to Helen An-
derson with second going to Judy Shack-
elton. Anyone interested in playing, please 
call the bridge chairman, Carol Minter, 
372-2082. Beginners afe most welcome. 
If any '63 member has class neW5 for 
the USNA Shipmate magazine, please can 
me, Judy Shackelton, 372-5211. I will be 
happy to gather news and send it to the 
magazine monthly, I would also appreciate 
a call about new babies and other infor-
mation pertaining to Class of '63. 
-Judy Slaacke1ton 
Page Seventeen 
Howard Keel, putter in hand, st~ and smiled 
for us. 
Page Eighteen THE CLASSMATE 
Night at the GoLden Nugget 
Gaming chairmen Georgunne and John Person warm up with Sue Breen, center, chai rman of the 
Night at the Golden Nugget . All proceeds will benefit Military·Community charities. Admissioo 
tickets, $1.00 per person, make you eligible for the Grand Prize, a weekend for two at the Stardust 
in Las Vegas, plane fare included. 
"Place yo.r bets,,· Barbara West, left, t icket 
chairman, and Nancy Naegele, in charge of the 
super chip prizes, prepare to place theirs. 
BEAUTY BEGINS WITH 




Kay Claudler, one of 24 Chip Gi rls, tests hE 
MAlJI DEMPSTH 
-.on 
DRAWING FOR nAVEL BOUTIQUE 
AT APR!LFASHION SHOW 
MARCH, 1970 
r card sense as John Pearson deals em wi ! 
r 
I 
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Food, Fun, Games lor ALL 
!Coy ClIaodle., left, and Kathy Ower& ply the;. charms 0'1 Bob Owens. Has he been deal;ng a st .. ;ght 
deck? CMming tables will be ~ from 8 :00 p.rn. to l:ro a.m.. 
SHOWER GIFTS 
INFANTS 
GIRLS to 12 - !lOYS to 6x 
516 Del Monte Center 
Monterey 
372-6566 
DecolaticNts cUinnan Karen Kilday, left, and 
chuckwagon cha;nnan Betty Gil bemuse the value 
of a skillet. The chockwagon, a special feature of 
this yeats affair, will ~ at 10m p~m. and 
,.; 11 """'" sandwiches, potato salad, beer and 
coffee to the hlrlgry patrons. The regular club 
buffet will be served downstairs in the Boarding 
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Personality Spotlight 
Diue Malone is directing . rig. doon. 
Coming up on the agenda for April is 
a delightful treat for theater-goers . . . 
a breath from the Mod Mod World of 
today into the heartwarming musical love 
story of the enchanting BRIGADOON, 
presented by the NPGS Little Theater. 
This month CLASSMATE takes great 
pleasl1f1e in introducing two of the talented 
artists affiliated with this pleasurable pro-
duction. 
CLASSMATE introduces Diane Ma-
Ione. CLASSMATE interviewed this dy-
namic director on stage at rehearsal a 
few days ago. To observe this forceful 
personality in action is a rare treat; to 
watch the scenes being blocked with her 
skillful eye for perfection commands your 
full attention. 
\Vithout a good director, a play might not 
be projected in its true light, the actors 
may not relate a convincing portTayal, 
hut the production of BRIGADOON wiIJ 
not consideF this a threat. Diane Malone is 
indeed a sagacious interpretor of drama 
on the stage. Her straightforward method 
is an aid to her cast of players. 
Yet, as we sat and chatted during a re-
hearsal break, she may well have been my 
friend next door or my college roommate. 
Her western background and casual man-
ner makes Diane a delight to an interview-
~r. She hails from Waco, Tex., but spent 
most of her childhood in San Antonio. 
1.ike a true Texan, Diane stayed on home 
ground and attended Texas Tech Univer-
sity. where she received her B.A,. in Matll. 
However, for her Masters, she ventured 
on to Arizona State University in Phoenix. 
For her thesis she anafyzed and directed 
"Waiting for Godot" by Samuel Becket, 
Nobel Prize winner. 
Diane met her husband, Major Richard 
F. Malone, USA in her freshman year at 
Texas Tech. Her husband also has a de-
gree in drama. Diane has traveled exten-
sively with Rick, and during her travels 
has directed several major productions. 
Her credits include: ALBEE ONE ACT 
PLA YS, COME BLOW YOUR HORN, 
FIVE FINGER EXERCISE, MR. ROB-
ERTS and numerous other productions 
for schools and clubs. 
D iane and her husband reside with their 
Burt L Richards 
NEW YORK UFE 
INSURANCE co.AIIY 
Life msurance 
Group Insurarace .. Anm.iitiiIs. 
fteaIIt) Inl u,enee,· Pension Plan. 
555 Abrego Street Monterey. ealifomia 
(Whee: 37S-265\.Re~e: 624-31 63 
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Dale Lefler is IIrigadoon's choreograplter. 
two daughters, Erin, age 6, and Sheila, 
age 3, at Fort Ord. She is a member of the 
Fort Ord Officers' Wives Club and the 
Fort Ord Adjutant General's Wives 
Group. In her moments of leisure Diane 
enjoys co llecting antiques and plays dupli-
r:ate bIidge twice a week. The theater is, 
of course, het" major interest. The Malones 
9-9 Monda" Thu<S<iay, Fr;<!ay 
9-6 o.ther Days 
THE CLASSMATE 
anticipa'e residing in. the Monterey area 
approximately two years. Diane plans to 
,be active in theater during their tour here 
-on the peninsula. We are pleased that she 
is a'ffiJiated with our NPGS Little T heater, 
and are anxious for the Ipremiere of 
BRIGADOON. Welcome Aboard, Diane. 
Many of you may have already had the 
opportunity of observing our lleJ[t per-
.sonality, thjs talented performer is 110t 
a newcomer to the Monterey Peninsula. 
M.r. Da1e Lefler has many achievements 
to his .credit, among them are: FINIAN'S 
RAIN1l0W, WHERE'S CHARLEY, 
GUYS AND DOLLS, PAJAMA GAME, 
OK L A H 0 MA, DAMN YANKEES, 
WEST S~DE STORY •.. and numerous 
others .. . . here in the area. 
DaTe was born in Nebraska. He began 
his dance training as a scholarship student 
at Jacob's Pitlow University of the Dance 
in Lee, 'Mass. He has a thorough back-
ground in dance, including ballet, tap, 
modern, character, primitive and jazz. He 
has performed in concerts, L night clubs, 
television and Hollywood film musicals. 
Dale was assistant to Jack Donahue at 
M G M, w here he trained and acted as 
dance-in for many top stars. He is a long 
time member of the Dance Masters of 
America, for whom he has been a conven-
tion instructor. He is a man of many 
talents, and a very congenial personality. 
W.a.J.POMDIR'S· 
Page Twenty-One 
I t appears that the combination of talent 
and the spirit in which this talent is being 
portrayed will be adding up 10 Success for 
the Little Theil- ter . 
Look for more to come on this exciting 
production in next month's issue bf 
CLASSMATE. To be sure, BRIGA· 
nOON is due to appear, in full splendor, 
on the peninsula in April. Put on your 
best kilt .and make it a date . 
-Judi Murphy 
HERALD PRINTERS 
( 408 l 373 •• 5134 
472 CAL.L.E PRINCIP'AL 




61 Soledad Drive. Monte Vista Villag.e • 372-7766 
- Across from the Hill Theater - Timeless beatrty and serenity of the Orient 
in magnificent bedroom -furniture. Show-
ing now in the Burmese black - with a 
riCh subtle red underg low - or the love-
ly warm Malasian brown. Accent pieces 
and headboards .in Oriental red or gold. 
Also available - tall armoires or door 
chests_ Stack chests or bar cabinets -
even dining fumiture - all for immediate 
delivery at reasonable prices. 
Special prices to military personnel on 
re.gular ,priced merchandise 
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WHO'S DOING THEIR \\THING" AT THE BAll ROOM BENEFIT? 
SIoitley ..... Kin.ier will ........ 
Reel Layton will act H master of cere ... ies. 
FROM THE COLLECTION OF .• . 
Interior Decorating 
"WID ,.. ....... ?" asks J. C. Hale, left, peacefully. The Ballroom Benefit will be April II, and 




755 BROADWAY, SEASIDE TELEPHONE 394·6336 
rorioUi compoH"" 01 ,he OMNI enter. .,,,.,,,. 
Full toA:. aowlt capability - ItO Itol.s j" .oils. 
• 
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Marilyn Z immerman, left. chairman of the fash-
ion show, makes plans with Kathie lloyd for this 
f.Aafine WIVes' function to be held at The 
Shutters. (John Perkins photo) 
CEC Wives 
CEC wives gathered for a coHee in Jan-
uary at the La Mesa home of Carol Bon-
ham. Carol not only provided us with de-
licious rolls and coffee cakes, but also had 
her neighbor, Martha Bird, give us a dem-
onst ration of l-Io1iday Magic I)roducts. 
Bernie Schumann was January bridge 
hostess and had a big turn -out at he r home 
with four tables plus a few ga ls who came 
just to socialize. Anne Caughman went 
hOllle with first prize that evening. 
With many new CEe wives in the area, 
those wishing information about CEC 
functions a nd bridge should contact Ber-
nie Schumann, 372-0138. -Nancy Naegele 
TH E CLASSMATE 
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING 
Editor: Arlirne Kennedy 
Reporters: Nancy Wood, Dr·u Cowles, 
Gerrie Elberfeld, Marian Winters. Janice 
Gordon, Judi Johnson. Dianne Wellman 
AAZ-7 ... Bill and Bonny Stilwell 
hosted the final party of the holidays for 
the section. Cheese fondue was a favorite 
among many delicious foods Bonny had 
prepared. 
AAA-3 ... VV ith the new quarter came 
anticipation of impending moves for most 
of our couples. This provided good reason 
for Dave and Dru Cowles and the Paul 
Coopers to travel to San Diego to look for 
new residences. 
AAZ-8 . . . Section families had holiday 
visitors from many parts of the country. 
Judy and Jerry Huss entertained his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Huss and brother 
J oe, from Ironwood, Mich. Craig Hofford 
spent his semester break from Lehigh 
University with the Bob Hoffords. Caro-
lyn and Len Ingram 1>layed host to Caro-
lyn's sister Sonja, who flew from Auburn, 
Ala . Gerrie Elherfeld's aunt a..nd uncle, Mr. 
and Mrs. John Melia of Weston, Mass., 
s topped for a quick visit on their way to 
Sail Francisco. 
Our bachelor, "Cap" Pinney came home 
without any broken legs even though he 
enjoyed a different ski slope eve ry day of 
the holiday break. 
To welcome in the new year we gathered 
at the home of Bev and Bob Hafford. 
Shor tly after the new (IUartcr began we 
Page Twenty-Three 
spen t an evening at the Corral Club for 
dancing and country western music. 
January news includes acceptance of 
Bob Hafford 's application to attend Stan-
ford University to work for the profession-
al engineering degree. 
AAG-9 ... Ray and Barbara Barnes 
host~d the group that gathered around the 
fireplace at the NALF Officers' Club, 
where we had earlie r enjoyed dinner. 
The Hidden Village Coffee House was 
the scene of our section wives' gathering. 
The John Kennedy family hosted Jerry 
and Jolleene Kennedy who had come from 
Yuba City for the Bing Crosby Golf Tour-
nament. 
ADN-9 . . . During the Christmas break 
Mal and Nancy Branch flew to Milwaukee, 
Wis., to visit Nancy's parents, the Stanley 
Watsons. Later, they traveled on to Haw_ 
thornt", III., to visit Mal's folks , Mr. and 
Mrs. Roy W. Branch. 
Lake Tahoe was the scene of Bob and 
Sue Shaw's delayed honeymoon. They re-
ported the skiing was great. 
We gathered at Dan and Leslie Cole's 
al>artment to welcome the new year with 
champagne toasts. 
AAT-9 . .. Barbara Hertzler entertained 
the section for bridge and game night in 
her lovely Carmel home. 
Our monthly luncheon privided a diver-
sion from the weather for rain-weary 
mothers. Maria Dantone and Gloria Gus-
tafson hostessed the sumptuous buffet at 
the Highlands Inn. 
Naval Seafaring Heritage Lives on at . 
.--~:-: 
24x36 Constitution and Java Hans Skaalegaard 
Skaalegaard; 
..A,t (la/I.", 
Showing exclusively the ship paint-
ings of Hans Skaalegaard, world 
renowned marine artist. 
OPEN DAILY 
10:30 A.M. 5:30 P.M. 
LOS CORTES BUILDING 
Inner Count 
Dolores at 5th Telephone 624·5979 
Mastercharge - BankAmeriard 
Special Terms for Military Personnel 
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AAT-9 ... Glenda Margerum hostessed 
our December coffee in her home. 
After-finals activities included the fun -
filled New Year's Eve party at the home of 
Nancy and Vance Schufeldt. 
BACCALAUREATE 
Editor: Cheryl Zafran 
Reporters: Fran Boy/e, Sherril McCarty, 
Mrrri L11ehrillg . Elizabeth Pierce. Jean-
nil Brorkballsen, S,te MortOfI, Carolyn 
Gil.,lrap. ]ranne Hall 
BAZ8 . . . Betsy Martin and Maxine 
Sagehorn were hostesses at Maxine's home 
this month for a surprise baby shower for 
Kay Browne's new son David. And Maxine 
and Betsy arranged for our luncheon at the 
Del Monte Lodge. 
Bridge hos tess wa~ Nona Shirley. 
Shirley. 
BSN8 ... Section couples met at the 
home of Warren and Fran Post for a New 
Year's Eve party and Tim and Dixie 
Wright co-hosted the evening. rt was the 
pedect way to begin the New Year. 
Del Monte Lodge in Pebble Beach pro-
vided the setting for our January luncheon. 
With the Bing Crosby Golf tournament in 
progress, our husbands joined us. Our 
thanks to Pat Finney and Nancy for the 
arrangements. 
Bridge hos tesses for the mo nth were 
Patty Raebe l and Patsy Rutkiewicz. 
BAB9 .. . Tne bridge players enjoyed a 
rainy day at Pat Cramer's house in Janu-
ary. Brenda Findley was high scorer, Pat's 
mother, Mrs. Daniel, was second hig h and 
Merri Luehring was lowest. 
... @(i .... @ Mt&<S J 
Telephone 372-7596 
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Ginny Whiteman excitedly reported that one of 
her scorekeeping chafes at the Crosby Clambake 
1nvolved Arnold Palmer. "He was great I" 
(John Perkins photo) 
At Happy H our in January we formally 
hung the Section's flag in the Trident 
Room. Kay Morris, our own flag-maker, 
presented the flag on behalf of the BAB9 
wives to Frank Hamrick. Dinner at The 
Shutters restaurant rounded out a pleasant 
evenlllg. 
The Crosby was fun for everybody no 
matter whether they were avid pro follow-
ers or just admirers of the celebrities. Sa-
turday's semifi nal round was toppet off by 
' '' M ilu.m ..... 
Any Evening by Appointment 
Store Hours 9 :30 a .m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Forest Carpets & Home Furnishings 
Home of Reliable National Brands 
Ethan Allen Simmons Beauty Rest 
La-Z-Boy Kroehler 
Te ll City U.S. Keylon 
KARASTAN RUGS 
Also Cabin-Crafts C. H. Masland & Mons 
Carpet and Drapery 
471 lighthouse Avenue 
New Monterey, California 
Home Furnishings 
497 lighthouse Avenue 
New Monterey, California 
.... "I ......... nn )Q .. I 
1171 FREMONT BLVD. PHONE 373-1 503 
BLUE LUSTRE RUG SHAMPOO 
EXCELLENT, efficient, and economical, that's BLUE LUSTRE 
carpet and upholstery cleaner. Rent an electric shampooer for 
$1 .00 a day at t ime of shampoo purchase . 
FREMONT HARDWARE and SUPPLY 
• 
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a luncheon at Pebble Beach's Del Monte 
Lodge. 
Shi rley Buckley and Bobbie Albright 
were hostesses for our February coffee. 
BAC9 ... New Years house guests of 
the Blackwetls were her parents from 
5 1. Louis, Mo. 
The wives met at the La Mesa home of 
Margie Collis for an "Old Fashioned 
Sewing Bec" and coffee. Dee Conner was 
co-hostess for thi s delightful affair. 
OUf bridge gTOup mel at the Pacific 
Grove home of Brenda Ebbcsen. 
We a ll gathered at the Et Camino Mo. 
hil e Home Recreation Center for a hox 
supper and parlor games. 
BSA9 . •. In January. Kay and Don 
Cover were declared the hands down win-
ners in the depth and distance divi sion of 
the section's "Croshy Rescrvational Park-
ing P lace Scavenger Hunt." 
Following the outdoor extravaganza, the 
couples gathered at the Del Monte Lodge 
for g limpses of the notables in the tourna-
ment and a fine luncheon. 
BSB9 . .. Bev and Tom Fortenberry's 
open house marked the beginning of the 
Christmas season. New Year's Eve several 
couples in the section went to the Office rs 
and Faculty Club for dinner and dancing. 
Many of our familie s spent the holidays 
with relatives. The Picketts made a trip 
to Arizona, the Blaklcys to Miami and the 
Oshornes to China Lake. The Dangels 
entertained John's parents and hi s brother 
and family. The Fortenberrys enjoyed a 
visit from Bev's sister. Dolly's mother 
came from Pensacola for a vi sit with the 
Gih!'ons. 
THE CLASSMATE 
Anoriler NJYY wife scorekeeper for the tourna-
ment was Rosemarie Paganelli. 
(John Perkins photo) 
Bev Fortenberry made arrangements for 
us to attend a luncheon at the Del Monte 
Lodge during the Crosby. Several couples 
~ layed to watch the pros and ce lebrities. 
Bridge hostesses for the month were 
Ardy West and Marie Osborne. 
BANg ... O UT sect ion e njoyed a com-
hination dinner and play in Carmel where 
they were treated to the Studio Theatre's 
production of Cactus F lower. 
The wives attcnded a delightful luncheo n 
at the Del Monte Lodge as a part of the 
opening festivities of the Crosby. 
Additional events for the month werc 
a coffee at Martha Faron's home and sec-
tion bridge hostessed by Ora Spraker. Ora 
a l!'o had high score honors for the night. 






By appointment on ly 
Telephone 6?4-8444 
Carmel, Calif. 
fi,., Hour s.,,·;ce 
'id' lIp aMI O./if.ry 
RUGS DRAPES BLANKETS CURTAINS 
Knits and Hand K.nits Bloded to YOUf Own Measurements 
All Fancy Garments Hand Cleaned 
2)0 GRAND AVENUE TElE'HONE Flon,i., 5-]111 ~AClFIC GROVE, CAUF. 
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fASHIOn fABRICS 
Cloth and Fabrics from 
All Over the World 
whtn JOU'AI ..... , m;; ..... ' . .. 
See our flbulous /-
FJ\SHION 
FABRICS! 
You'll tlip 11K the fascinatiftl 
Ql'Mty of __ ...,.wmmet' 
tutlKes ... -...a ... coIon! 
...... ,......." ... .. " u ••• 
feminine pantdrns ••. &eW """' . _ •• ~,:~ •• 
_ IUd" flatter-inc! 
Make it with McCall's! 
STOll IIIME 
Two Store. 
1123 Fremont Blyd. 




Marina Phone 314-7_ 
Navy Owned and Operated by 
Cdr. lee G. Mills U.S.N. (Ret.1 
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6 Pilot Ro.d 
Pin. de flo res 
C.rmel V.lley .. C.lif. 








Swiss Quiche Lorraine 
A h.ppy m.rriage of lea" Ca".dian 
buo", Swiss cheese, tucked into • 
flaky pie shell~ then smothered with 
Ch.blis custard. 
Salubrious Sandwiches 









Rum Puddin' Cake 
- PLUS-
Colorific Dru Design Originals 
See 1969 May issue feature article 
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Holiday guests to the Peninsula included 
Jean Miller's parents, Me and Mrs. Gor-
don Thompson of Clanton, Ala., Gay 
Bookhultz's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bob 
Grant of Baton Rouge, l,.a., and Tom 
Taylor's mother, Mrs. E. G. Ball of Jack-
sonville, Fla. 
BABO ... Leah Vannoy was hostess at 
a welcome aboard coffee for the section 
wives at her La Mesa home. A very in-
formative question and answer session 
was held with CDR Zuehlke. 
Our initial wives outing was a luncheon 
at Del Monte Lodge in Pebble Beach. 
COMMUNICATIONS AND 
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING 
Ediwr : Juan Corcoran 
Reporters, Bubbye Payne, Carul Hob-
son. Janel Sieberns. Geordie Robison, Anne 
Mecl .. 
M ollthly curricu lum bridge made its 
debut with the start of the new year. Our 
January hostesses were Karen Avery and 
Joan Corcoran. Myrna Pritt took top hon-
ors for the evening and Geordie Robison 
came ill second. 
EFG8 ... Ginny Whiteman was hostess 
for a delightful luncheon at The Shutters 
- with Ginny preparing the popular cher-
ries jubilee. 
A farewell party for our DecemlJer grad-
uates was held at the home of Charles 
and Bobbye Payne. Ken and Rosa Yas-
utome were co-hosts. 
Those of us who stayed around for the 
holidays had a great time at Tom Pender's 
hirthday party, given by his wife Barbara. 
SERVICES 
New Goodyear Tires 
Recapping - I Day Service 
Wheel Balancing 
Front Alignment and Service 
Brake Service 
Muffler and Tail Pipe Service 
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Introducing Joan Corcoranl new Communications 
and Electronics Engineering courier. 
fJohn Perkins photo I 
The section met at the Officers and Facul-
ty Club for New Year's Eve. 
EJT8 . . . Section couples in Monterey 
for the holiday season celebrated the New 
Year at a party given by Carol and Andy 
Hobson and Bert and Len Kent at the 
Kent's La Mesa home. 
Our luncheon for the month of ] anuary, 
planned by Mary Bartels and Carol Hob-
son, was held at the Cellar Restaurant in 
Monterey. 
Agnes Roberts' La Mesa home was the 





TIRES - TUBES - BATTERIES 
20,000 M~e Guarantee Recapping 
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EKG9 ... OUI'" only section meeting in 
January was a Swedish-style coffee in the 
Seaside home of Louise Oldson. Louise 
was frustrated in her attempt to teach us 
the Swedish method of handling cups and 
plates, but we experienced no difficulty at 
all in devouring the marvelous Scandina. 
vian pastries. P lans were made for future 
gatherings. 
EJG9-a ... Our January coffee was 
given by Miriam Garcia in her Seaside 
home. Mariam's table was set beautifully 
with two Venezuelan desserts and two 
"American cakes," We enjoyed hearing 
abou t everyone's holiday trips. 
EMT9-b . . . Diana Patterson brought 
our section wives together for the first 
time this year with an informal morning 
coffee at her Pebble Beach home. Since 
many sections of this curriculum have as 
few as one person in them, wives from five 
of these "mini" sections were incorporated 
into our group for social purposes. We 
planned a pot-luck dinner for late January 
and expressed interest in local events, 
crafts and shopping expeditions. 
ENGINEERING SCIENCE 
Editor: Dorothy De/mann 
Reporters: Suzanne Gr;wn, Margie Sulli-
van, Sa-ndra Reynolds 
E ngineering Science wives gather for 
bridge the second Tuesday night of each 
month. Sue Jefferies is our efficient or-
ganizer. 
sew -9 . . . Ladies of the section browsed 
on Cannery Row then lunched at Floras. 
SAB-O . . . A pre-Christmas coffee at 
THE CLASSMATE 
Introducing Dorothy Oelmann, new Engineering 
Science courier. (John Perk.ins photo) 
the home of Pat Nash provided our initial, 
if small, section meeting. From that point, 
we scattered for the Christmas break; Susy 
and Wyman Howard to EI Centro to see 
her folks, the Earl Hinsons and Margie 
and Jim Sulllivan to Baltimore, home of 
both thei r families. Pat and Skip Nash 
warmed their home by en tertaining his 
family here for the holidays. 
O ur numbers considerab.1y increased.. 
we met again in January at Pat's home 
for coffee and organization. Plans were 
made for monthly bridge and luncheons; 
also opportunities for the couples to get 
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together were discussed. Our first such 
gathering of the couples occurred after 
a January cocktail party, when we took 
off for an evening of pizza and singing at 
The Warehouse. 
SAT -9 . .. Our first get-together after 
the holidays was a coffee and dessert party 
held in the home of Pam Ruckner. We 
took this opportunity to present a sterling 
silver baby cup to Charlotte Fitts for Jef-
frey. In J 3nuary we combined with ladies 
of SC\V9 for an evening of bridge at 
Pam's. 
METEOROLOGY-OCEANOGRAPHY 
Editor: Vicki Knostman 
Rl:porters: RosNnary Rowley, Sandy 
Wltndrrly, DOllna Schultz, 'aclUe Bald-
win, Helen Levin 
OEZ8 .. . DeI Monte Lodge was the 
place, the 29th Crosby Clambake the oc-
casion for the January wives gathering. 
The luncheon was elegant and all enjoyed 
seeing the celebrities present, especially 
Andy Williams and Glen Campbell. 
OPZ8 ... In January the Denny Mc-
Kay's entertained the section at a party 
in their Marina home. Marty's hors 
d'oeurves were fabulous and what a va-
riety I Piano playing and singing ended a 
fun evening. 
Sandy Wunderly's mother was a recent 
visitor to Marina from the frigid air of the 
East. 
OEG9 . .. Visiting with the Lammers 
was Bea's grandmother, Mrs. Burns. We 
do hope she enjoyed her stay in Monterey. 
Bunny and Sandy Stoddard rang out 
the old year by giving an enjoyable New 
Year's Eve party at their home. 
The Schultz family enjoyed a snowy va-
cation in Pennsylvania visiting their fam-
ilies for Christmas. 
Bridge this month was hostessed by 
Mary Calhoun. 
OPG9 .. . Even though Bob and Mar-
garet Hassler were very busy over the 
holidays with company and traveling, they 
still found time to have an Open House 
for our section. Bill and Pat Hunter gave 
us another opportunity to get together on 
New Years day. 
The section wives enjoyed browsing 
through the Perry House and then having 
a delicious lunch there. Our thanks to Pat 
Hunter and Sherry Garcia for arranging 
the luncheon. 
Midge Fisher hostessed the January 
bridge and served a delicious cheese cake. 
MMZ9 ... The wives' January outing 
took us to Carmel Valley for a tour of 
Marzi's Monterey Pottery Factory. The 
charm and delicious food of the Keeping 
Room served to brighten our spirits on a 
rainy day. Our thoughtful hostesses, Melba 
Frank and Mary Lou GiauQue, provided 
wine for the meal. Jane Colgan's sister-in-
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Introducing Vk:ki KnostlMn~ I'lf.W courier for 
Meteorology-Oceanography. (John Perkins photo) 
law Bobette Molnar joined us at the 
luncheon. Bobette enjoyed visiting the 
Peninsula as her husband will become a 
student here in June. 
NAVAL ENGINEERING 
Editor : Ann Wilsan 
Reporters: Sue Schantz, Sue ullh, Suran 
Andersen 
NGT9 ... Surprising expectant mothers 
is the specialty of our section, and Jo 
Carlson was the honored mother-to-be. 
Ann Wilson's La Mesa home provided the 
MARCH, 1970 
setting for the lovely shower. Ann's 
mother, Mrs. Reuben Autere, visiting for 
a month from .Fort Lauderdale, Fla., was 
a special guest and assisted her hostess 
daughter. 
Lynn Duncan hostessed our first bridge 
of the new year in her La Mesa horne. 
Sarah O'Connor .also invited the section 
to her home for bridge where she delight-
ed us with artfuJ1y 'Prepared Icelandic pan-
cakes. 
The seafood of the Jolly Rogue provided 
an excellent January luncheon. 
NEA8, NPG8 • . . A" make-your-own 
coffee" theme was used at the _ monthly 
coffee held at Sue Lash's La Mesa home. 
We all enjoyed blending and experimenting 
with different types op"coffeehouse" coffee. 
NHG9 ... Punker Robertson was the 
hostess for our: January function, a baby 
shower for. Sibyl Hanson. :who was pre-
sented with an unfinished chest of drawers 
for baby. 
USNA Class 01/65 
The January meeting was held.at Linda 
Wilson's charming ~ Mesa home. We 
were de'lighted, to greet the classmates' 
wives who arrived in December. 
January bridge and games was hostessed 
by Bernice. Kemple in her--.foyely Seasidel ~ 
home. 
Any member of the Claes of '65 who has 
not signed the roster in the Student Mail 
Center or been contacted personally call 
Anne Harper, 373-0246 or Dianne Reason, 
372-6490. -Anne Harper 
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Editor: Sara Ryals 
Reporters: Nancy Smith, Ann Drllper, 
Louise ullrJi, Nancy Naegtle, Cheryl 
ua".ot, Kathy MacDonald, Wilma Wbi-
Ius, Pat !.rBlanc, Pat DeWoolfson, Sharon 
Watk.ins, City Roche, Delores Holmes, 
N ormll Read 
CST8 ... Section wives enjoyed a de-
licious tostada luncheon at Zepeda's, 
planned by Patty Petrucci, and a delightful 
coffee at Marilyn Poteat's, with a marvel-
ous homemade coffee cake and a Holiday 
Magic demonstration by Marbeth Paulsen. 
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Patty and Dick Petrucci hosted a potluck 
dinner honoring Arlen and Mike Colley 
who have been transferred to Charleston; 
Nancy and John Smith hosted another 
honoring Bev and Jack Kramer. Jack will 
continue in the field of Computer Science 
for his Doctorate at the University of Wis-
consin. 
Phil Harris stopped long enough between practice SWings before teeing off during the Crc6by tournament 
to sign Carolyn Ingram's program. (John Perkins photo) 
During the break, several of our couples 
journeyed as follows: the Martinsens to 
I ndiana, the Kottkes to Hawaii, the 
Schmidts to Michigan, the Paulsens to Las 
Vegas. 
CSG9 .. 0 Ben and Shei la Gold hosted 
a lively get-together over the holidays. 
John and Darlene Brueggeman hosted an 
open house punch party with homemade 
hors d'oeuvres. 
To start the New Year right, wives and 
husbands enjoyed an evening at the Offi-
cers and Faculty Club buffet night. 
Eleanor Estes was the hostess for Our 
first section wives' gathering of the new 
year. Our honorary member, Marcia Mills, 
fiancee of Richard Hansen, attended. 
PMG9 0 • 0 Southern California was the 
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PhOne No. Zip Code No. 
Invitation to Success-At. 3, Box 325-A, Carmel, Cal. 
1>lace to go during the holidays as Marv 
and Harriet Weissman, Jim and Sara Ry-
als, Ken and Rosemarie Norwood, Paul 
and Louise Leardi and Pete and Kathy 
Winer all left the reality of the Postgradl1,.-
ate School behind and marveled at the fan-
tasy of Disneyland. 
Pam Moritz was kept very busy opening 
parents' visit. Bridge was held in Joan's 
given by Polly King. 
Ben and Joan S imonton enjoyed his 
parents visit. Bridge was held in Joan's 
home and we were delighted to have 
Beulah Simonton join us. Harriet Weiss-
man and Lorraine Willandt won prizes. 
Carolyn Hartman was really gratefuJ 
to her sister Frances Lane who came out 
from Mississippi for two weeks to heJp 
after her son Christopher was born. 
MNN9 ... December was a month for 
travel and visitors. Disneyland was the 
most popular spot, luring the Frys, Jones-
es and Resnicks. San Francisco was high 
on the li s t, attracting the Reeses, Loftuses 
and Bergs. The Bergs also found time for 
skiing at Lake Tahoe. The O'ders and the 
\\lassons traveled to San Diego. 
The Marsll family went camping at 
Sequoia Park and spent Christmas with 
Joan's folks, Mr. and Mrs. Fredrick Barry 
of Los Altos. The Bunnells went to Sac-
ramento and the Clarks visited Los An-
geles and had fun skiing at Heavenly Val-
ley. The Bains took the longest trip, to 
Cold Water, Kn., to visit Don's parents 
and then to Aztec, N.M., to spend time 
with Edith's parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. W . 
Simpson. 
Visitors came from all parts of the 
country. Jay Adler's parents came from 
New York as did Dick Worsena's. From 
the Washington, D. C., area carne Nancy 
Naegele's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earle 
Page Thirty 
With cigar not 
up a putt on 
greens 
to be missed, Jack. Lemmon lines 
one of Pebble Beach's practice 
(John Perk.ins photo) 
Johnson, and Chic Murray's parents. 
Ducky Frampton's folks, Mr. and Mrs. 
Inman Buie of Lake City, F la., Kathy 
Oldham's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert 
George from Greenville, S.c., and H arriet 
Sharp 's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mil -
ler of Cono ver, N.C.. all were holiday vis-
itors. 
The Midwest was represented by Kay 
Chill's folh. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vryheid 
of Lincoln, N"eb. The Rowleys had a full 
house with both sets of parents visiting. 
Alice Berg and Diane Bunnell planned 
the January luncheon which was held at 
the Scandia in Carmel. Bridge hostesses 
were Julie Wasson and Kay Chin. 
MN09 . .. The large number of section 
people who attended the New Year's Eve 
THE CLASSMATE 
celebration at the Officers' Qub enjoyed 
every minute of the "bubbling" excitement. 
Ralph Rubenstein's mother and Tita 
Winkler' s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell, 
were welcome additions to the group. 
Bridge players got back into action after 
the break when they met at Mary Brown's. 
Another bridge night, hostessed by La Rae 
Rasmussen, doubled as a surprise baby 
shower for Cheryl Zanzot. 
Nancy Whitman took her turn as bridge 
hostess short ly after her move to La Mesa. 
La Novia Terrace was the setting for 
the luncheon planned by Lu Lashbrook 
and Pat Cooke. 
MNP9 ... Julie Winn and Lois Miller 
were the hostesses for a luncheon follow-
ing the lecture by Lady Candon. The 
luncheon was held in J utie's home. 
Bridge night found us at the home of 
! ·I eredith Bleynat. Pricilta Sykes won top 
money and Kathy MacDonald was low. 
Chaplains Jim Ammons and Gene 
O'Brien hosted an enjoyable party in 
Father O'Brien's Carmel Valley home. 
An ingenious cartoon drawn by Wes We-
seleskey was presented to Jim and Father 
Gene. 
A baby shower and luncheon for Lou 
Pizarro and Zeny Salipsip was given at 
the home of Gay Diers. Hostesses were 
Jean Drennan, Nora O'ConneJ and Gay 
Diers. Special guests were the Philippine 
wives from the international group attend-
ing the Postgraduate School. 
CST9 . .. Ann Lutz and Mary Baker 
started off the New Year by having a 
couples bridge a t the La Mesa Community 
Center. Eldon Baker won high for the 
evening. 
An interesting night was provided the 
wives by Mary Lou Biard and Barbara 
Dei trich when they co-hostessed a coffee 
at Mary Lou's Pacific Grove home. Bob 
Reese from the California Parks and Rec-
MARCH, 1970 
Jack Ging stops for the "pause that refreshes," 
He and hiS ;>ro partner finished third in pro-am 
contest . (Carolyn Ingram ~to) 
reation Department showed slides of the 
exploration and founding of the Monterey 
Bay Area. 
Bridge was held at the La Mesa home 
of Linda Finne. 
PMT9 ... Thanks to Frank and Ronnie 
Zak and Dick and Karen Murphy for a 
ga la New Year's Eve party held at the 
Zak's home. The food was outstanding. 
Cernal and Tulay Sermiyasoglu spent 
part of their holidays on a tour with other 
international students to Los Angeles, 
Marineland, San Diego, Disneyland and 
Las Vegas. 
Paul and Dianne Reason went to Los 
Angeles during the hol idays and Ken and 
Carole Carson spent some time in southern 
Caifornia. 
Only $ •• for this versatile studio couch 
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service and value you get at Union 
Furniture in Monterey? This Simmons 
couch converts to a comfortable double 
or two twin beds. In choice of covers. 
Only $88. Make Union your head-
quarters for ALL home furnishings . 
Complete satisfaction ALWAYS guar-
anteed. 
UNION 
HOME FURNISHINGS· APPLIANCES· CARPETS 
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Jim and Margot Maitland took their in-
ternationals, Laure: and Ennio V acchi 
from Italy, to Salt Lake City, Los Angeles 
and Disneyland and had a wonderful tim~ 
IlNAO .. . S«tion wiv~ gathered at the 
home of Joan Bowman for a get-acquainted 
luncheon. There was a fu ll turnout and the 
marvelous luncheon of curry was enjoyed 
by all 
After the Admiral's R~ption. couples 
Old at the EI Prado Room (or the delicious 
buffet dinner. 
MNBO ..• Couples got acquainted at 
the Club's buffet dinner roUowing the Ad-
mir.l's Reception. Many social plans were 
made when we gathered for our first cof-
fee at the Iovdy Marina home of Helen 
Blandine. 
MNe O ••• Peg Johnson gave the first 
coffrc: in her borne in January. Our first 
social was a cocJctai1 and dinner party held 
at The Shutters.. 
MNDO ... Together socially for the 
first time. our section had a pleasant eve-
ning learning Dew names and faces at the 
bulfet dinner after the Admiral's Recep-
tion. 
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L uncheon a t tbe Del Monte Lodge dur-
ing the Crosby was planned by Dolores 
Martin. 
IIlNEO • . . An eager group of wives 
tlJrned out loe the get-acqaainted coffee 
at the quarters of Fran McCormick. Jean 
Monroe and J aclcic Sprulock shared host-
ess duties. 
USNA Class of '64 
The N ALF O'Club was the acenc for a 
Class 01 '64 mod theme dan ... H ostesses 
for the " really swinging" February eve-
ning were our couples co-chairmen. Ann 
Christian and Edna Phda!L 
Wivcs' bridge continues to provide en-
joyment and goodies. In February Ranker 
Robertson had a daytime gathering aod 
Kathy Leimandt organiud OIl< at .,;ghL 
Sharon Sisson and Judi Murphy hostessed 
our last couples' bridge night 
H you are reading 0 ) ate for the 
first time. don't fo~t to remind your 
husband to sign the Class of '64 ncwcom-
us' list on the bulletin board in the Stu-
dent ),fail Center. -Karyl Xndt 
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ROK8 ..• Section wives were: joined by 
their husbands for a luncheon at the DcJ 
Mo nte ~ during the Crosby Tourna-
ment. O ur thanks to Ann McAfee and Jan 
Johnson for planning this spedaJ C'YCDt. 
T he second annual section pot:loc:k 
dinner was held at the Catrons' home in 
Seaside. Co-hosting the e.-.ning with DicIo: 
and Mary Lou were Don and Debhie Eg-
gleston. A succulent ham was served in ad-
dition to the numerous delicious dishes 
made by the wives. 
J anuary bridge hostess was CaroIyu 
Hearn and Sue Riddell took high poUots. 
R OZ8 . , , The Jim Taylors and the 
Dave Allens hosted a cocktail party a t the 
Taylor home in January. It was a " B.Y. 
O.H.," and each wife brougbt her own 
b vorite hors d'ocuvres. The successful n.-
suit was an expansive array of good food 
which disappeared by the end of the eve-
ning. 
Missy Denny hostcssed January bridp: 
at her borne. 
RO] 9 , .. After a busy, party-fiUed 
holiday suson, our section cooled it dar-
ing the first half of January. By the 15th 
Parral« Schneide r and Nancy TIeI'Ua 
were enthusiastic enough to hostcu oar 
section wives meeting. We were KfYed 
pinwheel sandwiches, doughnuts and de-
licious, aromatic R ussian tea. 
Dottie Jorgensen organ ized a ward 
party for the men at Fort Ord HospitaJ". 
Page Thirty-Two 
Joan Miller sc.crekeeper for LCDR Walt M.artin, 
the Postgraduate School golf champion who was 
inVi t ed to play in the Crosby Tcurnament . He 
and his pro partner Billy Maxwell just missed the 
cutoff for the final rtund . (John Perk.ins photo) 
Orthopedic ward. The ladies took sand-
wiches, a tray of cheeses, chips and so-
das for the boys to snack on while they 
played various party games. The soldiers 
seemed to enjoy our visit as much as we I 
enjoyed going. 
Pat Bryans opened her lovely home to 
the bridge players in our section. She 
served a very special chocolate cheesecake 
with coffee and warmed Claret. 
ROZ9 ... The Joe Keelings enjoyed :ill 
visit from his brother and sister-in-law, 
Russ and Juanita Keeling, of Los Angeles 
during the holidays. The highlight of their 
visit was a Polynesian dinner at The Out-
rigger for Juanita, Russ and friends 
hosted by Fran and Joe. 
Section husband and wife bridge en-
thusiasts gathered at the Kemples' home 
for a torrid evening of cards. Jerry Dunne 
was the lucky high scorer of the evening. 
Our wives section bridge party was or-
ganized by our bridge chairman Nancy 
Cranford and hosted by Bernice (Bee' Bee) 
Kemple. A delicious buffet luncheon was 
served. Tim Chwatek, a guest, won high 
score. 
The Crichton House in 'Carmel was the 
setting for our January luncheon. The 
thoughtful planning of co-hostesses Bar-
bara Surles and Carol J acoDs provided an 
enjoyable afternoon for all. 
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Max Baer stopped putting practice long enough 
to sign a scorecard for Carolyn Ingram. 
(John Perk.ins photo) 
ROY9 . .. Our wives began the year 
properly with a lovely coffee at the borne 
of Kitsy Cooke. Working with Kitsy wen~ 
Sharon Bachelor and Pat Dvornick. 
It was a small but peppy group who met 
for our first bridge party at the home of 
Gerry Nappe. Thanks to Gerry for getting 
things going. 
ROL9 .. _ In December the gals met at 
Pat Reed's attractive home in Seaside, 
where she and Bev Vallance hostessed a 
morning coffee_ 
MARCH, 1970 
During the holidays an Open House was 
hosted by the Ray Lafsers, the Jerry Mc-
cues and the George Wrockloffs. And to 
start the new year off, the Holmans and 
the Lloyds threw a New Year's Eve party. 
Beth WrocklQff hostessed. bridge at hu 
La Mesa home in December. 
ROK9. _. The Honmaus and the Hopes 
sta rted 1970 off right with a party held at 
. the H onmans'. Good food and "higb 
spirits" wen~ abtmdant. We were happy to 
meet both hosts' parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
H. A. Hope from Norfolk .. Va., and Mr. 
and Mrs. Wesley Hoffman from Wayne, 
Pa. 
Janet Hoferkamp. Mary Hoffman and 
Karen Sullivan arranged a T upperware 
party. The proceeds will bo1ster our sec-
tion treasury. With the endless rain, the 
fresh fruit cup really hit the spot. 
An honorary Perle Mesta award should 
go to Dave and Mary Hoffman who have 
done more than their share of entertain ing. 
Finally, the golfer's dream of a lifetimel 
Mike Sullivan hit a. hole-in-one at Fort 
Ord's 187 yd., par J sixth hole. It's a good 
thing there were some witnesses, Sully!! 
ROX . .. A section New Year's kick-
off party was hosted by James and Don-
nie Capps. 
Linda Campbell was responsible for our 
January luncheon held in Carmel at the 
La PI<l.ya Hotel. 
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Editor: P.", M{)jbtr 
Reponers: JoAu1Ii' Stlndquist, Beverly 
H~isla"d. Mary 10 Rwsell, H6TT;etle 
C/,,,k 
RZN8 ... Section couples gathered for 
an enjoyable evening of food and conversa-
tion at Zepeda's Restaurant. Our "fiesta" 
was hosted by Mike and Judie Mosbrook-
er. 
Joan Dillon and J ane Gapenski hostessed 
our hridge group. 
The section wives met at the Hidden 
Vi llage Coffee House for dessert and sec-
tion business. Hostess for the evening was 
Kay Jackson. 
UXZ9 . . . The section welcomed the 
New Year witll a party at Bev and Frank 
Hiestand's horne. Geny Posenecker was 
hostess for our January luncheon at the 
J oily Rogue. Lunch was followed by wine-
tasting at the San Martin Tasting Room. 
Mrs. Robert Feraud has returned to stay 
with Rollie and Miche le Weidt to await 
the arrival of the new baby. 
The 'section went to Calif.ornia's First 
Theatre and then to The Warehouse to 
end an enjoyable evening planned by Jerry 
and Linda Smith. 
RZN9 ... New Year's Eve found us 
first at The Shutter's Restaurant, and then 
at Sharie and Phil Oppendahl's where 
Scotch and kisses, shrimp and horns and 
Janice Brooks at the piano raised spirits 
to a fever pitch. Midnight brought a very 
special visitor, Baby New Year 1970, 
portrayed by pretty Lisa Oppendahl, age 2. 
It was shortly thereafter that we first 
noticed "the handwriting on the wall," a 
list of prophecies foretelling weddings 
and grades and babies to come. Our 
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anonymous prophet had skill, for in subse-
Quent weeks his predictions have proved 
uncannily accurate. 
In the midst of a stormy week, Jackie 
Barry's and Joan Christensen's coffee was 
a haven from the downpour but the down 
fall of our New Year's diet resolutions. 
T heir cheesecake and nutbread was de-
lectable and we ate with gay abandon. 
There wt:rt: grOems oi despair aud 
shrieks of delight as the wives crowded 
.. round Linda Weiss' dining room table 
ior a tension tilled night oi Tripoli. The 
stakes went UI) as the dip went down and 
fortunes rode on the turn of a card. Win 
or lose, it was a most exciting "Girl-s' 
Night Out." 
WXM9 ... The Keeping Room in Car-
mel Valley provided a delightful setting 
for our wives luncheon in January. 
Kathy Gilmartin was our bridge hostess 
this month. 
USNA Class 01'62 
In late January, a '62 coffee w~s held i? 
the lovely Marina home of Elame Santi. 
Sarah O'Connor was co-hostess. Plans 
were made for a couples get-together for 
dinner at the Hatch Cover and for an 
Easter Egg Hunt and picnic. 
Our bridge hostesses for January were 
Barbara Gage and Fran Garwick. 
---5andy Berg 
SEARS 
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394-4301 HATCH COVER 
Authent ic ship's hatch 
cover. These hatch covers 
are taken from the decks of 
ships that have sailed the trade 
routes of the world. The rough 
2 1/ 2" planks of fir, pine and hem-
lock have been weathered by time 
and the constant pounding of wind, 
rain, and ocean spray, and are iron clad 
to give lifeti .. e strength. Partially sanded. 
Accent your S~nish decor by adding cast iroa bases 
for a coffee table. 
Navy Relief Society 
The Monterey Branch of the Navy Re-
tid Soc::Kty is Iocatitd in the Tower Room 
of H~ann Hall and last year afforded 
onf $7000 in loans and $1450 in gntuitks. 
Emugcncy assistance is provided to Navy 
and Marine Corp active duty and retired 
personnel and their d~ndeDts. Financial 
help may be rendered as a grant. loan 
without interest. or a combination of the 
two d~nding upon the circumstances in 
each ca~. The office is open Monday 
through Friday from 9:30 a.m. to 2:00 
p. m. Volunte(:( office work may include 
acting as receptionist, interviewer, or book-
keepu. Chairman of Office Workers is 
Cammy Bosworth, 384-7458. 
The Navy Relief Thrift Shop provides 
a medium for sharing outgrown or un-
needed clothing, household effects, furni-
ture and major appliancu. It is available 
ooly to families of cnlisted Navy, Marine. 
and Coast Guard personnel. It does not 
operate on consignment and an proceeds 
from sales arc used for families in finan-
cial need. The Thrift Shop is located just 
beyond the Dispensary at NALF on the 
right side of the road and open Monday. 
Wednesday and Friday from 10:00 a.m. to 
1:00 p.m. and Monday evenings from 7:00 
p. m. to 9:00 p . rn. 
Thrift Shop boxes are located at the 
Bread and Milk Store in La Mesa and at 
the N PGS Exchange for donated items. 
For pick-up of larger items call 646-2241. 
The contents or the boxes are picked up 
weekly, sorted, and priced for sale. A staff 
of volunteers performs all these necessary 
functions. Sales average about $180 month-
ly. Thrift Shop Chairman is Pam Riordan, 
373-2274. 
Navy Relief's layette committee provides 
needed items for new mothers. Layettes 
valued at about $30 arc prepared for those 
in need. Saques and gowns are sewn and 
sweaters knitted by volunteers. The Monte-
rey branch provides many such kits for our 
own and other branches where volunteer 
helpers are not 50 readily available. Lay-
ette Chaionan is Pam Mosher, 375-3686. 
As Navy Relief must depend almost en-
tirely upon volunteer help a program of 
recognition and awards has been estab-
lished for faithful service. The Naval Post-
graduate School, which relies compldeJy 
on volunteer help. awarded three 1000 
hour pins, three 600 hour pins and fifteen 
100 hour pins in 1969. Also indicative of 
the great amount of work done by the 
volunteers was the observation by the San 
Francisco Auxiliary at its annual meding 
in February that the Monterey Branch has 
almost doubled its cases of assistance from 
the previous year. 
- Barbara Meloy 
THE CLA.5SMATI 
Jodie Leigh, 6 Ibs. 9 oz, J an. 5 to LT 
and Mrs. Peter BENTSON. 
Elizahcth Manning, 8 Ibs. 1 oz., Dec. 30 
to LT and Mrs. William BUSS. 
Claire Colgin, 6 Ibs. 1 0~ oz., Jan. 17 to 
MAJ and Mrs. Robert J. CASTLEMAN. 
George Andrew, 7 Ibs. 6 oz..., Jan. 11 to 
MAJ and Mrs. Robert D. EVANS. 
Christine Marie, 9 Ibs. 7~ oz., Jan. 19 
to LT and Mrs. Francis GREGORY. 
Christopher James, 7 Ibs. 1 oz.. Jan. S to 
LCDR and Mrs. Charles W. HARTMAN. 
Aleera. 7 lbo., Jan. IS to LCD R aod 
Mrs. Ravi JAGOTA. 
Deborah Anne, 6 Ibs. 6 oz., Oct. 10 to 




Sarah Katherine, 7 Ibs. 8 o~ Jan. 13 to 
LT and Mrs. John M. MEYER S. 
Michele Lynne,S Ibs. 8~ oz.. Jan. 12 to 
L T and Mrs. Albert H. MITCHELL. 
Lee Anne, 9 lbs. 1~ ox.. Dec. 17 to LT 
.nd Mrs. Frederick C. SCH ILLER. 
Susan Marie, 7 Ibs. 12~ oz., Dec. 24 to 
LCDR and Mrs. E lroy A. SOLURI. 
Mark Alexander, 7 Ibs. 9 oz., Dec. 16 
to LT and Mrs. Bryce A. THOMPSON. 
Kevin David, 8 Ibs. 6 oz., Jan. 5 to LT 
and Mrs. D.vid WILSON. 
Paige Leanne, 7 Ibs. 10 OL, Jan. 6 to 
CPT and Mrs. Brian WRIGHT. 
CHILDREN'S SHOE SPECIALISTS 
141 "dnl" .J <AU 
For Very Wide Feet We Stock to EEE 
For Very Narrow Feet We Stock to MA 




W ith This Ad 
$1 .00 off to M ilifa ry on 1st pair 
of leather shoes for ch ildren 
(8rbiU )I(lfd "" Pod O#U) J7J·2'21 
Why buy and wash d iapers when we can furnish them for you? 
Phone 375-6513 
RECOMMENDED BY DOCTORS 
BABEE DI-DEE SERVICE 
71 0 AMADOR AVE., SEASIDE 
WE FURNISH DIAPERS, CONTAINER AND DEODORANT 
PICK..lJP AND DELIVERY 
Give d~per service as a g ift - We Mve gift cert ifiGJtes 
CORSET SHOP 
CORSETS CUSTOM FInED 
IT IlGtSTERED CO.SElIERS 












alwa,s a /ascinatill selwill 
II IlallllllS, SI,bistitald 
u~ mitiol lashills 
fer t~e lI~m Wllil 
II ~istri.iutill tastes 
* c~arle it. .. w~, teruill, ... 
it wuU ~e a ,Iemre 
. -
HOME FURNISHINGS 
ass Broadway Seaside Phone 394-6652 
OPEN MON., THURS., FRI. 'TI LL 9 P. M. • SUN. NOON - 5 P. M . 
Banbmericard • 
Imagine! These 4 
magnificent pieces ... 
$ 299 '"'''' ,,~ 
• 9-drawer triple dresser 
• Framed ornamental mirror 
• Handsome deep-PimeJed bed 
• Spacious, decorative chest 
FOR YOUR "CASTLE IN SPAIN" .. . 
~LAMBnG. 8 MASTERPIECE IN MEDITERRANEAN STYLING 
WE present .. . a room of romance and splendor, for a smart, smart spender ... .you! You'll admire the beauty of Spain's glorious Golden Age in this glamorous, authentically styled 
furniture. This outstanding design features dramatic, deep shadow-boxed panels . .. heraldic orna-
mental mirrors ... massive, antiqued brass drawer pulls. Flamenco's warm, wood tones are a per-
feet background for accents of brilliant, striking colors .. . in the bedroom you plan for right /low! 
FINE QUALITY AND CRAFTSMANSHIP ... Genuine oak veneers and selecled hardwoods· 
Matching laps 0/ mar-de/ying Beaulywearr. high pressure plaslic laminate· Wear-resistant hot lacquer 
finish· Ornamental componenls and mirror frame 0/ high impact molded polyslyrene resist warping. 
scratching and splitting· Fine dis/orlion-/ree plate glass mirror · All drawers have dovetailed corners, 
duslprooj partitions and permanent screw-sel center guides. 
Master Charge • 5 Credit Plans 
I 
